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Charlotte

de

wife of the Earl of Derby,

defended this Castle against the ‘forces sent
by Fairfax

besiege it; and it was taken

to

only through tite treachery of the governor,

who was duly shot at the Restoration. The
plot of Sir Walter Scott's ** Peveril of the

Peak” turns upon this catastrophe. But as
we look at the Castle frof the boat, we
think rather of the fact that in two days a
man will be hanged there for the murder of

his father, and that he les in its dungeons
now awaiting his fate. To-morrow, Calcraft will arrive by the Liverpool boat
There has not been an execution on the
island for forty years; the last was public,
but this is to be private, and only the black

flag will tell to outsiders the dark work
going on within. Round Scarlet Point is
the quarry of black marble whence the
steps in front of St. Paul’s Cathedral, Lon-

don, were dug.
St. Mary,

Further on, beyond Port

is Spanish

Head.

One

of the

alarmed

flight,

science-burdened

as" Uough

and

scending, I yet saw the

they were con-

guilty. souls.

De-

purple light of sun-

set clothe the mountains with splendor, and

the pale and cre
‘moon hanging
Diana’s silver-bow:e crimson sky.
third ascent opened an ampler view.
hills and valleys, and winding-glens,
dark

‘mocrs

me;

the sea, white

of the

island

with

were

like
My
The
and

all about

foam=crested

waves, rolled around
; beyond, on the north,

were the hills of Scotland from the Mull
of Galloway to Solway Frith ; ox the east
were the towering Cumberland mountains ;
on the west was the dark outline of the

ond

from experi- Religious Agitation in'the Bast.
served and perhaps
and individual
ences of sickness, private
mercies in the daily gifts which make life
The causes of the religious ferment and

New York for President, and J. Q. Adams
of ‘Mass. for Vice President. Mr. O' Conor
positively declined,
and the convention
final-

great crowning mercy, of the mercy of God

and in some sense with an incomplete ticket. They let the nominations stand, however. The liberal and- democratic press

———

joyous ; and there he stopped.

Of the one

i

the
prevail among
which
excitement
churches and congregations of Armenia
and in Western Asia generally, are very

in Jesus Christ, pardoning our sins, redeempride and our numerous and of an exceedingly mixed
our
ing our souls, subduing
and to do of character, theological and political. ' They
will
us'to
passions, workingin
his good pleasuré—of all this’ he either had have influenced ‘and - disturbed ‘even the
absolutely nothing to say, or so little, that holy city of Jerusalem, and engendered
it passed as in a parenthesis without obser- bickerings and contentions at the holy '|
vation.

And the charm

of simplicity, and

ghrines,

The

Armenian

clergy

deny—g

ly ‘adjourned in some confusion and wrath,

generally seeks to overwhelm

it, its mana-

gers and objects, with elaborate ridicule

and bitter reproaches. ; It is more fully

dealt with elsewhere.

)

|

NEW ENGLAND FAIR.
The New England Ag. Society held its
annual Fair during the past week, in Low=-

the easé of diction, and’ the musical voice, main point of difference with the Papal See
and the urbane manner, and the polished —the right of the Roman Catholics to
and chastened language did\not. suffice to officiate in the Armenian convent of St. ell, Mass. Judged by the usual standards.
Irish coast, and on the south were Anglesea give the sermon power. It seemed to me James, at Jerusalem, and for the last three it was a thorough success. The exhibition
and Wales shrouded in mist.
It was a that the whole congregation felt the lack I years have refused them admittance to the was extensive and varied, the weather degrand and glorious: sight, and well repaid felt. We asked for bread and he gave us— convent on St. James's day. The Armeni- lightfu), the number of visitors large and
‘that dogged perseverance with which, day husks. He brought us to the tree of life, ans maintain that the convent has never enthusiastic, the stock, machinery, mechaniby day, I climbed the hill until her widest showed us its graceful boughs, its rich had the character of a mixed sanctuary, but cal and agricultural products, &c., were .
panorgma should be unrolled to the sight. foliage, its sturdy ‘trunk—and then dis- his been all along exclusively Armenian highly creditable, and the citizens of Low“It will be rain to-morrow,” said a shep- missed us without a taste of its fruit. And property, and that the right of officiating ell provided for all parties in a manner that
herd-looking man on the top of the mount- I came away from Westminster Abbey with in it, which the Roman Catholics claim, was gained them no little reputation for enterain; it was, but the vision of the three a new conviction that the power of the pul- never anything but a privilege courteously prise and public spirit. Dr. Loring’s adkingdoms and lonely Mona's isle still opens pit is to-day what it was in the days of conceded by the Armenians, and is a favor dress was worthy of the man and of his

¥

Paul, the cross of Christ; and that the ser- which they are at liberty at any time to position as President ;—it was heard by a
ships of the Armada was wrecked there,
mon which is without Christ in it, however revoke. It is further alleged that some- meager audience, and half of this showed
“.. inward eye
and the tradition is, that the tailless cats
which is the bliss of solitude.”
composed and spoken, Jacks the essential times, while officiating in the Armenian signs of impatience. The races put cruel
peculiar to the island all descend from a
element which can alone give it life and convents, the Catholic preachers did not ‘strains upon horseflesh ;—however, they
THOMAS
GOADBY.
hs
Malay specimen of this singular varjetyof
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
real power over the hearts and consciences hesitate to use injurious expressions re- drew out and held a multitude three times
the common cat which was cast ashore from Dean Stanley and his Sermon. of men.
.
regularly
newspaper
&
garding the Armenians, which would ac- as long, and woke an enthusiasm that made
1. Any person who takes
The rocks round the Calf, a barfrom the post-oMice—whether directed to his name or this ship.
count for the latter maintaining their right men, women and children forget weariness
not—is
another's, or whether he has subscribed or :
ren
island
at
the
south-west
of
the
Isle
of
payment.
the
for
responsible
And now shall we let Rev. Lyman Abbott
of exclusion. Ina sermon at St. James’s and become indifferent to sunset and supTumble-Bugs.
2. Ifa person orders his Rapes discontinned, he ‘Man, are steep, bold, and grand; dreadful
tell us the short story of his Sunday visit to
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may conone of the Roman Catholic monks is said per, Does this prove that such Fairs exalt
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collectthe must be the lot of any ship driven ina
Westminster
Abbey,
to
hear
the
sermon
of
to
have described it as ‘‘ a misfortune to honest labor, stimulate brain in wholesome
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
Under this somewhat quaint heading, the
storm -upon such a coast. The lighthouse the famous man who preaches there, and
eflice or not.
see that sanctuary in the hands of infidels,” ways, and educate the public into sympa-~
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
and the light- then comment briefly upon it for the profit Watchman & Reflector has a spicy and
building on Chicken-rock,
thy with higher ideas and juster methods of
néwspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
alluding, it was said,to the Armenians.
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
houses already built on the west of the Calf of other men who long for power in their suggestive article which is worth repro- The Catholics protest warmly against the life?
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
THE VERMONT ELECTION.
are most needed and useful helps to all ministry and ave glad to be helped in their ducing. We copy it. The writer says: proceedings of the A
nians, and the
Passing through a lane, not long ago, I
navigators of
the Irish sea.
Port Erin, search for it? Mr. Abbott reports though
Vermont
held her election for State offiaffair was,
at one time, referred to the
&& When Agents receive
premiums, no percentage
with its retired bay, and Bradda Head with the columns of the paper that bring us saw two large, filthy looking bugs rolling Porte. The Sultan was very dilatory in cers orf Tuesday, 8d inst,, and gave nearly
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition,
sa We send no books out to be sold on commisits monument, the lead mines, the slate Dr. Todds words, quoted elsewhere. He a ball of manure; one pulled before, the giving a’ decision, so that the Catholic ar- three-fpurths of her votes for the republican
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
other pushed behind, and they made fair
them,
3
candidates, electing them by a majority put
rocks lying in all manner of irregular says:
gument was transmitted directly to Rome,
on an up grade. They worked with
speed
forms, Peel and St. Patrick's Isle are passEverywhere in England “I am an Amersoon after the dissolution of the Vatican at oylr 25,000. This State is always overelmingly republican, but this majority
ed; and the afternoon is bright and pleas- ican clergyman,” and in France ‘Je suis all the “zeal” of the man whom a minister Council.
is’
nsiderably larger than usual, and alant, and the boat creeps along at less than un American” is an open sesame. We had once accused of eating a house up !—eating
most twice as large as the opposition jour-.
half speed. At length the low-lying and missed the train at Cork. ‘‘ We are Amer- a house up to gratify. his zeal. After watchLay Preaching.
on,
nals of the country had figured it out. The
fruitful fields of the north of the island’ icans ” had given us a special car to our- iug the two bugs a short time I passed
mood.
combination of the democrats and liberal
come to view ; we round the Point of Ayre selves on the special train which carried the and found myself in a moralizing
“I want to tell you,” said an American
where is another lighthouse ; we pass Ram- mails up to Dublin. So ‘Iam an Ameri- At best those bugs were engaged in a filthy minister, ‘what a layman did for me in republicans seems to have given alittle
business ; but theirs is not an isolated case.
special stimulus, and developed the latent
say and Manghold Head, Laxey and Clay
can clergyman,” announced to the b
Mass. I was
only
sixteen
Bigger bugs than they are engaged in dirt Greenfield,
republican
strength. So far, the witnesses
Head, and glide again into Douglas Bay,
frocked and eminently dignified verger, who
years old. My mother had died in the that speak do mot seem to testify very
having circumnavigated the whole Manx admitted me within the rail which kept the rolling. The business is not uncommon
previous December. I was driving the
One of the sweet old chapters,
the highest grade of animals.
strongly in behalf of Mr. Greeley or the
world in a few hours.
:
common crowd from approaching too near among
cows
home toward evening through a
After a day like this—
He
Every slanderer is a tumble-bug.
movenf®nt. which he represents.
~~ Qiir sail round the island makes us famil- the sacred seajs of the” ecclesiastical digni~The day brought tears and trouble,
slight
rain.
A
man
with
an
umbrella
into filth and rolling
gétting
iif
outline.
and
delights
character
general
its
with
jar
The evening brings no kiss.
taries, and gave me a place which, from
NEW YORK STATE CONVENTION.
overtook me, and holding it over me, said,
Next to a bird's-eye view, a ship’s-deck the marks on the prayer-book of the desk it over and over. Around fhe smallest
¢
¢
My
boy,
these
are
fine
cows.’
The
New York democratic and liberal
No rest in the aims I long for—
will
he
imaginary,
or
real
particle of truth,
view is to be valued for the completeness
in front of me, I judged belonged to some
Rest and refuge and home;
¢¢ ¢ Yes, ! said I, ¢ they are fine.’
republican
conventions, after two days’
Then
falsehood.
of
pile
huge
up-a
an
build
strvey
to
you
| with which it enables
Grieved, and lonely, and weary,
subordinate officer of the Abbey; a subhorns work, effected a coalition.
¢ ¢ Why, that one-with the short
Francis Kerover and over;
tumbljng-it
in
glory
will
after
he
us
to
strange
quite
is
part
No
island.”
Unto the Book I come.
warden, or a sub-deacon—a sub of -some
and
broad
back
is
a
Durham.’
nan
was.
nominated
for
governor,
and
and
smaller
the
like
doing,
so
in
though
We are not idle tourists, though
our sail.
sort, at all events, I forget exactly what.
One of the sweet old chapters—
‘His interest in what interested me won Chauncy M. Depew for lieutenant-governhimsoils
badly
he
we
But
tumble-bug,
rest.
of
original
need
in
usually
more than
The love that blossoms through
The service was intoned: that is to “say,
me.
After awhile he asked,
or—the former being a democrat and the
take our repose ‘* on the wing.” We climb chanted through tke nose. The choir boys self,
His care of the birds and lilies,
¢¢
¢
«
Have
you
got
a
mother?’
latter a liberal republican. 8. S. Cox was
generally
pleasure-seekers
Professional
| Douglas Head and see the world of waters opposite went through their responses with
Out in the meadow dew.
¢ ¢ No, sir,’ said 1, ‘she died last winter.’ nominated for congressman at large. A
There
tumbling.
low
in
thread
less
and
or
Soderic
indulgelmore
Port
visit
about us; we
all the regularity of a military drill, and
¢ ‘What was the last thing she said ?’
His evening lies soft around them;
long list of resolutions was adopted, charga good deal of irony in the wise man’s
the natugal passege in the dark cleft of the with about as much
. devotion. Beside me was
Their faith is simply to be.
¢¢ ¢ Oh, sir, the last thing she said was,
ing the administration with gross delinwhile
‘‘rejoice”
to
man
sung,
plea with the young
rocks Were we might well have
Oh! hushed by the tender lesson,
sat a stalwart
Englishman, who evidently
May God have mercy on these children!’
quencies and shameful corruptions, and inthe
in
and
heart
his
of
ways
the
in
walking
My God! let me rest in thee!
did
not
believe
in
intoning
the
service,
and
¢
‘Well,
my
boy,
ain’t
you
a
Christian
?
*
viting
all parties to the new movement
sad
+ Rock of Ages cleft for me,
sight of his eyes. Solomon knew, by
did not mean to hide his candle under a
«No, sir. ?
which
promises a political regeneration.
Let me hide myself in Thee.
not
are
pleasures
sepsual
that
experience,
English Correspondence,
¢ ¢ Why ain’t you ?°
{ bushel.
So while the rest sang, or rather
The contest in that state is sure to be in|
promotive of joy.” Such of them as leave
|
¢ «1 expect itis because I Jove sin so tense.
ascend the | half chanted, ‘“God be merciful to us mis- the body like old and musty lees, have no
| We make a trip to Ramsey, and
|
DersY, ENGLAND, Aug. 15, 1872.
.
|
Xerxes might much. ’
Albext Tower, built to commemorate the | erable sinners,” he preferred the same peti- after part of satisfaction.
RESPONSE OF THE COLORED VOTERS.
The first evening at Douglas convinced
¢
¢
Fixing
his
eyes
earnestly on mine,
wé®|
tion
in
a
stentorian
voice,
which
proclaimed,
where
the late Prince Consort,
have known that, when he tested all the
The
colored people of Mass., after hegaus of the growing popularity of the Isle of visit of
#vay it seemed to me, to the whole assemblage, old tumble-bug enjoyments, and offereda and, shifting his umbrella so as to ‘grasp
The have a fine prospect. We scamper
ing and considering the advice whick
has
Men as a place of holiday resort.
my
hand
with
his
right
hand,
he
said,
I reward to ‘the inventor of others. The
to Port Erin of which we his indignant profest against ritualism.
been
freely
given
them
about
voting,
met
sown was already full, but three steamboats across the island
¢ “What, my boy, and .you not a Chris- in Boston on Thursday, at a mass conventake in our- journey Balla- could not make out that there was a single new ones could not satisfy him, because
from Liverpool and one from Barrow never tire, and
earnest, devout worshiper among all the his tumbling indulgences had unfitted him tian!
and Castletown.
Mary
St.
Port
sala,
tion, to tell the result of their reflection in
brought about two thousand persons to
¢¢ ¢No, sir,” said I, with streaming eyes,
day on the beach at white-robed boys who sat opposite to me. for contentment in anyghing. Of sucha
their own words and way.
They gathered
swell the number of visitors and to find We lounge for one
but I want to be.”
and round by Clay One man, with rather unnecessary irrever- man “the eye is not satisfied with seeing,
in great numbers, chose Fred. Douglass
new quarters some where in the crowded Douglas, on the pier,
day an agri- ence, employed the pauses between the re- nor the ear filled with hearing.”
¢¢ And then he talked with me so gent- President, passed resolutions, made speechhotels and lodging-houses. . The character Head. We attend on another
the island sponses in cleaning his finger-nails. I
stock
what
see
ly
and kindly that I never shall forget it. es, smiled and cheered, very much as white
to
show,
The
low
type
of
a
journalist
is
a
tumblecultural
and qillligy of the holiday-makers, who
thought he was without doubt a very bug. = The libeler is conspicuous.
horses, some
A Ob, the preaching of a seasonable word! people do. It was a Grant and Wilson
made the narrow streets almost impassable, produces, and find some useful
a fair miserable sinner indeed.
numerous and inerenasing class are the pub- It was lay preaching.”
meeting, and it embodied about as much
who thronged the beach, and marched up finely-developed and well-fed cattle,
When Dean Stanley ascended the .desk lishers of the details of revolting crimes.
a capital display of
and
sheep,
of
variety
brain and brawn, eloquent speech and heatand down the new promenade pier, were
We project a tramp to (Helen and announced his text; the change was The Iapses of weak human nature afford
Rich without Money.
ed feeling, moderation and excess, common
‘easily discoverable. Their talk, their gait, poultry.
There was no them daily jubilation. Their glory is to
and Kirk-Michael, and the Bishop's complete and delightful.
sense and gasconade, as one expects on
their dress showed that they were chiefly Glen,
weather drives us in- sign of ecclesiasticism left except his white publish the shame of their fellows. The
inclement
but
Palace,
Many a man is rich without money. such an occasion. On "the whole, it was a
working-people from the Manchester, Shef:
robe, for he preached in white.
His voice more disgusting the deed, the more minute Thousands of men with nothing in their
most creditable exhibition of the intelligent
field, and pottery districts. If Scarborough doors.
is
clear
and
musical,
with
an
almost
metallic their statement and the louder their halle- pockets are rich.
exng
interesti
most
and
A man born with a good political sentiment of the colored people.
The two freshest
is the Queen of English watering-places,
Climbing ring, It was from the first heard with per- Iujah.
consitution, a good stomach, a good heart,
where fashion, beauty, rank and even roy- cursions were towards the hills.
MARINE
DISASTERS.
fect distinctness in every part of that portion
name
Manx
its
journalism
as
satanic
of
and
good limbs, and a pretty good headwhich,
father
the
Barrule,
Bennett,
North
alty resort, the honor of being the King
of
the,
Abbey
which
is
devoted
to
public
The
last
ten
days
have brought accounts
get
we
apple,
an
like
in
America,
was
a
Titan
among
tumblepiece,
is
rich.
Good
hones
are
better
than
shape
in
is
Plebs of watering-places must be divided imports,
plain worship. His sermon, which was fully bugs. Very largely in that capacity he gold; tough muscles better then silver; of quite a number of serious casualties on
fruitful
the
of
possible
view
best
the
between Blackpool
and ‘Douglas.
The
written, ‘was not rhetorical or artificial, served his generation.
Lesser bugs soon and nerves that flash fire and carry ener- the sea. Hardly had we begun to recover
upper ten thousand: frequent the east and althe north of the island, and of the range
the
His
manner
was
simple,
unaffected,
artless,
towards
sprang
up,
and
while
he
pulled
ahead they gy to every function, are better than houses from the. horror awakened by the loss of
running
hills
bleak
of bare
the south, but the million seek relaxation
highest mountain Tt was neither colloquial nor oratorical, his pushed behind.
the
is
Now
we
have
quite an or lands, It is better thana landed estate life by the sinking of the Metis, before the
It
t.
south-wes
and enjoy their sea-bath on the coast of
gestures
neither
excessive
nor
meaningless.
I
Snaefell
of
army of these insects. Tumble-bugism sad- to have the right kind of father and mother. news came of a collision by one of the
The ascent
Lancashire, or on Mona's secluded shores. next to Snaefell.
He
spoke
with
earnestness
and
animation,
etch
and
times,
ly
soils many pages of the secular press, Good breeds and bad breeds exist among boats on the Stonington line,—~which fortuthree
Douglas
Of the leaps and bounds of our commer- made from
but without vehemeunce; and he seemed
exhaust
and
It
gives
half a column to a clerical con- men as really as among herds and horses. nately occasioned little damage, then an
long
is
walk
The
+
alone.
time
cial prosperity, of which Mr. Gladstone has
rather
to
study.to
produce
effects
by
the
the
upon
rest
of
vocation of two days sitting, and two ecol- Education may do much to check evil ten- account of the loss of the Bienville, whose
spoken, we found illustration and proof ive. There is no house
simplicity
‘of
his
style
and.
manner,
than
by
from
miles
nine
is
it
ahd
hill,
the
umns to a case of seduction ; despatches a dencies or to develop good ones; bul it is passengers and crew mostly escaped death ;
enough at Douglas, Former generations of way or on
any . scholastic learning or studied elo- scientific convention in a single column, a great thing to inherit the right propor- and then came the news of the burning of
withmiles
Eighteen
top.
the
to
Douglas
working-men and smaller tradesmen never
he steamer America, on ‘the 24th wlt.,
tion of faculties to start with. The man is
dreamed of spending a week or a fortnight out any proper resting-place would have quence, "Hig sermon charmed me at its and dévotes two pages to a trial fof rape.
commencement,
but
disappointed
me
at
the
while
lyihg in the port of 'Yokahama, Japthe
in
on
powers
tumble-bugism
rich
who
has
a
good
disposition-~whgo
ig
|
n
little
a
not
pedestria
there
my
Is
tried
at the sea-side. The fathers and mothers severely
I had always admired Dean Stanley circles where no oné should think of laok- naturally kind, patiept, cheerful, hopeful, ap, She is a total ‘loss. ' Her cargo was
of the men and women that swarmed like first days of the holiday; but Iam quite close.
bees upon the. boats, and now hum and equal to the task on thé last days. 'I take as a writer ; I had always manially defend- ing fort? Tell me, frank Christian reader, and who has a flower of wit and fun in his viiluable, including a mass of specie. Other
ed him from the criticisms of the Evangeli- is there not a little of it in your composi- comppsition. The hardest thing to get on disasters are reported, threatening to make
buzz in the streets and houses of Douglas, ordnance map and compass, and find a
cal fault-finders; but after that sermon I tion ? Have you not cherished an ungener- with in this life is 4 man’s own self. A the latter part of the séason noted for: cas- were content with a short visit to a country straight road, part of which I make for myfrom
felt the force of their criticisms ; I wondered ous grudge against a brother or sister in cross, selfish fellow, a despouding and com- ualties of this kind. ' The case of the Metis
lieg
Snaefell
moots.
the
village, or a picnic in the woods or on the self across
if
it was true that
preaching generally the ‘church, and without any foundation plaining fellow, a timid and care-burdened is undergoing a thorough examination, #8 it
hills.
the
among
far
and
remiote
Douglas
hills, and never thought of long holidays a
hundred miles from home. But the many After rising for some distance, the way was characterized by the same fatal omis- expressed a hasty and uncharitable opinion ‘tnan, these are all born deformed on the ought.
!
)
H
}
PIRES.
of such a person’s character ? Bear in mind ingide. Their feet do not limp, but their
are riging to the level of privilege with the runs along the gidesof heath-covered hights, sion.
His text was Romans 12: 1, “I beseech the picture of the virtuous woman: ‘She thoughts do.
|
the
on
Ektensive
and
destructive
fires have pre- that
2
hills,
two
between
leads
and
few, and the industrial class shares with the
by the mercies of openeth her mouth with wisdom, and in
yailed during.the week at Erie, Pa., and
rich the pleasure of travel and the -invigor- loft called Beinny Phatt, or familiarly, you, therefore, brethren,
wus the doctrine of her tongue is the law of kindness.” Re| Mishawka, Ind. The losses at both points
ating effect of change of scene. The old Penny-pot,that on the right, Mullagh Ouyr. God." His theme
Events of the Week.
he explained it in a member this, and be cautious how you
as
object,
his
grace;
the
of
heart
are heavy, and the danger of a general
silent
the
in
are
we
—
country is really moving on, and a social Here
to explain the open your mouth, lest the time shall come
conflagration
was imminent.
mountains, and Snaefell comes full into tew introductory sentences,
revolution is-in progress.
THE LOUISVILLE CONVENTION.
from all when the hunters for tumble-bugs
will
A trip round the island was our first day's | view. One is reminded of Pen-y-gmryd in doctrine” of ' grace, disentangled
MASSACRE
IN PARAGUAY.
This body of straight-out democrats, who
controversies,
work. It was breezy when we started; the ascent of Snowden, or Langdale in the theological complications and possible form. seek their game in the Christian church.
could
not
accept
Mr.
Greeley
as
a
leader
nor
The royal mail steamship, from Rio de.
simplest
the sea was fresh and the motion of the ascent of Scafell,—only there is no hotel. and stated in‘ the
the Cincinnati platform as a confesgion of Janeiro,brings intelligence of a brutal masbesought by
are
we
that
*‘
he,
said
is,”
«It
view
to
opened
Snaefell
of
vessel found out. the bad sailors. Round- The first ascent
sacre of Frenchmen by Paraguayans. The
we are to be influ- -,. Once, when in cont in London, a witness faith, met at Louisvillé, Ky., on Tuesday
ing, Douglas Head, we soon-pass Port Sod- a magnificent prospect of the whole extent the mercies of God; that
was wanted, and the various officers called and finally adjournedion Tharsday. Over horrible affai¥ oceurred,at Asuncion, where
gelf-interby
not
God,
of
love
the
horizon.
by
the
enced
on
hazy
eric, St. Anw's Head, Langness Point, and of the island. It was
Consider his name aloud. A little insignificant man 600 delegates were in; attendance, though an excited mob of ‘Paraguayans, becoming
have a full’ viewof Castletown and its no- The melancholy ocean flowed all, around, est or fear of punishment.have been the was pushing and elbowing his way for- quite a number of states had no. representa- incensed at a French resident from some
what
'*
continued,
the
he
then,”
ble bay. King Willlam’s College, the chief and the brown and-basren hill seemed
to you, and what a motive ward, and he ‘was stopped with the ques- tion. The old party: leaders weve not there, unknown - eanse, attacked and killed the
seat of learning on the island, towers high picture of gloom and desolation. + What is mereigs of God
for a holy life of consecration tion, ‘What are yon pushingfor?” “Why,” and the convention showed, in its character French Consul, and’ afterwards visited the
to the right, and Castle Rushen rears its it that gives so vast a sense of power and they supply
metciés then he began to said he, “did you not hear ? I am called.” and vesults, what a loss their absence oc- domioiles of other Frenchmen and murderThose
Him."
to
the
of
square. and grim walls to the left. The greatness to a poor frail creature
Just
so oasioned. It ‘adopted a platform, affirming | od them in their houses. Those: of the in: mercies) in nature, mercies in And instantly all made way,
Castle from which the town (Castletown) earth as he stands on the sublime and lone- enumerate
the old democratic doctrines, censuring the habitants, of the French mation, whe were
when
the
Redeemer
wants
you.
Stand
nalove,
of
gifts
inmercies
Providence,
takes its name was built in the tenth centu- 1y hight? The second ascent was in the
away, devils; stand away, doubts; stand action of the party convention at Baltimore, able to do so, haye fled from the city, and
public
education,
‘mercies,~liberty,
tional
could
ry by a gon of King Orry. It is said to gathering mists of evening. Nothing
can- the. greatest excitement exists ‘among the .
and away, fears; stand away, angels—every- and repudiating both its principles and
resemble the Castle of Elsinore in Denmark. be seen save driving clouds, the gray ghosts prosperity, domestic mercies—wife prebody. Christ calls me,
.
-didates, and nominated Charles O’ Conor of foreigners remaining in theplace,
and health
Ite walls are from seven
to twelye feet of the hills, flitting -past in hurried and children and friends spared,
.
to that
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of especial

interest to ministers, and

to those laymen and laywomen who keep themselves at home with the topics that stand closely
this
related to the work of the pulpit. We take
sveek the space usually appropriatedto commus
nications, and thus make room for them. The
4nq
first is from the Bibliotheca Sacra for Juv

is the production of Prof. L. S. Potwi”_ of Ohio.

It seems to us to present a view of gq yital mat
ter that ia alike fresh, forci®jle and timely, ~in

spite of the implied Calvilism. Tt deserves to be
not only read but diz ested as well ~<ED.]

Destructive Analysjs.
——

“The

most perfect illustrations of analy-

sis are found in" the science of chemistry.
You hold in your hand a piece of granite.

What is it ? It is a stone. That would be
a sufficient answer for some minds. 1f you
wish to'throw it at a'mark, it is only

asa

stone that you care for it. But if you wish
to exercise the faculties of your: mind upon

HE
a

i
¥

}

It is especially of late A favorite j
ws_
ip]gpparently at 's
strikei
blows.

to this, 1 imagine that Rev. John Fletcher
is here without a rival. Let the following

and momentous

testify.

A Voy faint idea of it by going into a eval “In his ‘‘Remarks_on the Rev. Mr, Toppit.
»
: lady's ‘Scheme of Christian and PhilosophiWe may grant, for

argument’s sake, that

this leveling of the atonement to the plane
of human actions is literally ‘and theoretically right; but itis not practically and in
the impression which it makes on the world.
And
© knows better than Dr. Bushnell
that
the power of a mental product, lies often in this indirect impression, rather, than
in its literal statement. A jeweler, having

a small supply of diamonds

and a large

stook of inferior gems,, might ‘influence.

ignorant

customers

by

saying

that

dia-

monds, though very clear stones, and very
Lard, were essemtially the samo as coal,
This would be true in statement and false

in impression,

cal Necessity,'” he says: *‘To imagine that’
before the foundation of the world the Almighty decreed that three idle boys should
play the truant such an afternoon, in order
to seek birds’ nests; that they should find a
sparrow’s nest with five young ones; that
they should . torment. one to death; that
should staiive the third, feed the fourth,
give the fifth
to a cat, after having put
eyes out and plucked so maiiy feathers
of its tender wings,—fo suppose this, I

of his murderer, the

posite. Given all these, what then? Not
necessarily anything but the ordinary
course of Mr. Lincelun’s life. All these

—you find that your piece of granite
amounts to this: It is a certain combination
of silicon, aluminum,

potassium,

iron, hy-

drogen, and oxygen.
You may carry on this analysis with such

care as to determine the exact amount of
each of these simple substanees. When
you have done

all, however, if you want a

piece of granite for use, you do not goto a
laboratory and order these ingredients; for
these things are not granite, though they
compose it ; and they can not be made into granite by any human skill: You can
not think of them as granite. Ultimate
analysis in chemistry is. a destructive process, Its result does not even define the
substance analyzed.

qualities were the

but

to

divert

5

and
its
out
say,

people

stare

and

admiration.

wins

worldings.

with

= But the

op-

will have it.”

soulstarvelings
reaction

of

bis right

without

Your people almost complain.

othen d

arranged

‘Why.

Fath
of the

ts:alse, shexoomsubeingso

that they may be thrown.into one

for the general YB
The obvi aa
vantages of these ‘are, decreasing
dr vemoving the sources of distraction, and pro-

does our minister need a yacation more
than we do?
Te don’t have any vacation
Yes you do. You haye a vacation every

it:

H

moting freedom of thought,

week, and is it strange that he needs half as

The old-fashioned preacher knew little,
too little .of ** worldly wisdom.”
The
strange lights of science had mot confused
his vision, but he was mighty in the) word
of God. The text announeed at the open-

many days of rest as you have ? You dqn't
know how, possibly, to take a sacupin,

ades arc incited
to thorough study, that
they may gain an early promotionto the

and

many of the museles of his body in bending over his paper; that he should turn
both his eyes to follow the progress of his

pen along each line, and its motion in'the

teacher

scholar never mistakes

and

his Dich

8.

a

©

cise rank in the school, and all in thé Tower
higher departments.

his System

Your good wife sees that you need it! and

frist an

is well understood ip the

urges it—is willing to stay at home and uncomplainingly toil on.
These vacations
trouble
you;
and
yet
your
people expect
ing of his discourse was but the advance
guard of an array of truths clothed in the you will have the elasticity amd buoyancy
strong simplicity of the language of Serip- which you can’t have without them,
As a little relief, let me urge you to use
ture. His doctrine was held up before the
people, and displayed on every side in your own hands more. Get a few tools
the clear light of collateral truths selected | 2d mend your own doors and windows
from the sacred word,
Those sermon s rand barn, and make the blocks for your litwere a feast of rich things, of wine sweet | fie children—keep a few hens, not over
upon the lees. The listener came’into the ecight—raise your own chickens. Keep a
sanctuary weak from the buffetings of six hive or two of bees. Have a cow, and
days of toils, temptations and trials. He living, cheerful things about you. Your
left «strengthened with strepgth in his garden should be a model for the town, and
soul”=-a strong man to run another station as you know more than others, let. your

more
advanced schools in the
and
country, and as new churches are built,
ample and airy rooms, to acco
te all
the departments of the Sunday-school, are
included in the plan of the edifice and in any
estimate of its cost, for withgut them it

toward Zion.

ner-in

.

qualities might have existed without any formation of the letters; to suppose in additragical event or any important consequenction, that the minute cells of his brain
es to the world from it. What was neces- should grow warm with the operation of
sary to complete the fact, and to give it ‘his*mind, and his heart beat with a quickpower? It was necessary (1) that he should er pulse, and the blood flow stronger in
be in the position of President, (2) that he every artery and vein, even to the tips of
should have been identified for a consider- His little fingers; to suppose, also, that his
able time with the cause for which he was mind should exert. itself to choose to menslain, (8) that-he should be greatly beloved tion ‘three boys, a sparrow’s nest, five

between

and ‘conversa

to the blessed Master, and is weary to enter

congeiv-

arm,

tion.

to hve a'separate’

impor

one ‘would be much better

But you are brain-worn
and need a vaca.

must

is very

room for the primary or in

complain.

and

which

ly.

into her rest with him.

able direction ; that he; should voluntarily
employ in this service the various muscles
of the thumb and four fingers of his right
muscles

live

relief; and you are expected to be always
cheerful, hopeful, and neyer to murmur or

tion,

letters, crossing every t, and dotting every

the

She can not

out and droop without respite or change or

Sabbath—fifty-two days of rest every year!
The minister has to work seven days a

ing the above paragraph, should take the
trouble to form over four hundred distinct

hand,

when the tender mercies of the hotel for a
single day would eripple you for a fort
night. You are sad to see your wife wear

i

The tendency to this: kind of display hag
been on the increase for several years, landing some of its followers in practical infidelity, and others iu the stilted nonsense of
high church ritualism, and filling many

congregations

in charity

You are expected to

read and” study when you can’t buy books,
to travel and see mgn and get enlargement,

attention, mayhap

.

and to be a model

for all good objects.

often very contemptible ; but then it makes

agine that the Rev.John Fletcher, in writ-

every

your ‘parish,

magician’s platform and in the mere rhetorician’s -pulpit—all very cheap, very poor,

She is true at heart, in. all her wanderings,

his pen in almost

You'are expected

children more completely, than anybody in

knife-throwing, fire-eating, and sleight-ofhand inf general, fs the same thing ou the

“undo all” in some minds; but it is very
silly as’ an: argument, nevertheless. Take
the following parallel statement: ‘‘I'o jm-

i, moving

happier for it for years!

the

soover or later come is already at hand.
The church longs for the bread of: life, and

the

ly salts and silicates, of alumina and potash,

truths,

is to undo all by overdoing.” . |,
This mode of analyzing, or rather disintegrating, a doctrine would doubtless

It would base everything

spar and mica, both of which are chemical-

lor’s | sent to a poor minister! How they rejoiced
Mon | over it, and the five daughters wee made |

blow by a double-entendre. The whole of to entertain more company from abroad,
this sort of performance, the costuming, "moreso your own flock, to educate. your

they should let; another fly away ; that they,

must answer
on chemical substance, and leave out the
question, What is it? Crushing the stone, one important thing—the law of crystalizaof tion—which escapes analysis.
you carefully separate the three kindS
But let us come nearer tosthe subject, by
material which, judging from color and
Abrahardness, appear to compose it. Applying taking an historical illustration.
the requisite tests, you discover that one part ham Lincoln was assassinated. We can find
of this material—quartz, or silica—is chem- | by analysis the qualities of his character
They were
ically an acid, and is composed of silicon which made this fact possible.
These two, resisting all ef- love of country, love of right, love of man,
and oxygen.
forts at analysis, are called elements, An- He was doing, in his measure, ‘‘what bealyzing the other two constituents, —feld- longs universally to love.” On the part
very

it, you

Ii

differently

had neve. geen the dazzling gem would get

he see in Tay pocket I" “Yet eh

of theology contains specimens
far inferior trick¢ to

‘

[3

1

He came hungry for Christ

he left with his soul .satisfled

and

his

3

1

SY

flowers,

’

age

renewed.

too,

>

be

models.

a

selection

and

beauty, A few cents’ worth
monia will do wonders here,

of crude

ami-

aches, and

you

think

and un-

But

in

the

farming

districts, and newer

settlements, without churches and without
this convenience of separate rooms, much
can be done to improve the confused and
hap-hazard arrangement of classes that prevails in many Sunday-schools. The chan
rece may be very slight, to bring
order
and method out of seeming confusion. A
single touch of the artist's pencil gives expression to the meaningless. countenance.

»

in

Your: shoulder

would be regarded as incomplete,

suited to its purpose.

Removing a class of small boys . to one corfront,

those of similar attain-

ladies

to the opposite side of the room, and

mov-

ing another

by

near

ment; changing the class of young
class a little

further back, may

It is altogéther a mistaken idea that the !
bring all the Bible-classes close together;
simplicity of the gospel is not sufficient for | changing the burden on it you will get re- | and thus located, the line marking the two
against him should, by the ordering of things,—to suppose this, I say, is to undo: the destruction of the strongholds~of Satan _| lief. So you pull up and go to another divisions of the school into two departall by overdoing.
He did not do these par- The fact is, that nothing else under heaven | Place. Alas! you change the place, but | ments, may become as clear to an observProvidence, actually take form in the awful
You will find narrow minds | ing mind;-as if-it-was indicated. by.
deed. All these elements being given, the ticular things; he only wrote the para- is adequate to the task. The devil can ex- | keep the pin.
No school js too small to
— things just as dear, money
no | doors or a wall.
:
pistol-shot that took’ away his life made graph.”
ceed the Christian in any kind of false dis- | there,
require: or to carry oui this jadicious loca.
plentier,
nor
will
it
go
further,
No
great
There areeariotts ways of meeting this play. though the latter should tax all his
millions of hearts bleed, and consecrated a
tion of classes.
J
»
Thisis the more plaii when you come
|
How to arrange a class. —A careful study
peculiar argument by division, -Properly resources of purse and genius in the rival- gain there,—probably the reverse.
nation anew to freedom and justice.
But don’t forget alleviations. No new | and consideration of the capacity, attainto organic chemistry.
Analyze all the
Such an illustration’ may show how little employed, it needs no answer, When trifles ry ; and whenever the- silly church enters
organic compounds in an oak. The ulti- we do towards explaining the death of mar our happiness, the truth of a minute upon that field she will be defeated and de- thing has come upon you. It has always | ments, age aod the social culture of each
mate result is four simple elements—car- Christ when we analyze the qualities ‘of providence is the hope of our lives, Then spoiled. Tt is an error which she makes in been so. A glorious—now glorified—old scholar in any given class, would reveal instances of unsuitable distribution of scholars,
bon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen. character which he exhibited, and which, such a promise as ‘‘Even the very hairs of the full light of her past history, her pres- minister, who received only three hundred producing a great waste of teaching power,
Analyze animal tissuein the same manner, of eourse, are, ina degree, possessed by all your head are all numbered,” becomes our e
BIR ah
periences of loss and suffering. W¢ dollars salary, told me-that during “the war | 4 nd showing that it was a pis
and you come at last to the same four. good beings. Such an analysis does not sheet-anchor. But when we are in no con. know that we express the present deeply .| of 1812, when everything .was enormously | troop of children, but mot a class. Every
Not only does the infinite diversity of ani- give us even the fact of Christ's death, nor scious need of this comfort, and dwell on felt desire of the churches when we call up- high, he was forced to tell his people that | superintendent should have some: settled,
principles of classifieation ;
well-defined
mal and vegetable organic composition “one faet ‘in his life. It gives possibilities these minutise for speculative entertain- on the ministry to give us the pure word of he was really suffering. So they sent a ||] and
there should be a mutual und
ndcome down to this humble monotdny of only, not actually history. Qualities of ment, or select those of them which are be- God, the precious truth and Messed conso- committee to confér with him, and see what ing, between him and “the teachers, that
carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen; character are common to both God and litthing for use in controversy, then it is lations of the gospel. We long for it as could be the matter. The committee re-| each class in the school must be constituted.
quested him to mark down on paper the | in accordance with some clear, intelligent
but some organic substances, quite differ- man.
Taking these for granted, we ex- time to consider the difference between the the hunted gazelle for the brooks of water.
real necessities of his family for a year. He | plan. It need not and ought not to be
elesame
the
use
and
abuse
of
this
subdivisional
analycontain
Without
them,
we
turn
our
backs
faintly
,
properties
at in
plain the atonement, if we can at all, by
enforced with the severity of an iron rule.
.
.
upon our enemies, within ‘and ‘without ] did =0; and among the items he noted down [It will require some decision to classify
ments in the same proportions. After you going beyond them. and searching out sis.
Mr. Fletcher's paragraph may be an- ‘with them, we press forward clear as the twelve pounds of sugar for a year. “All,” scholars in the smallest school, so that proghave finished your analysis, which is of what is pec?'yr to Christ in ‘position and
do
you
syered,
in a manner, by proving that what sun, and resolute and terrible as an army said the good old man with a laugh, “all 1 ress and efficiency may be secured. But
purposes,
certain
great value for
and in the circumstances and object
all this can be done in mildness, with a’
dared put down.”
The committee looked
is, or DaB™.e.
oak
gn
hé
supposes
to be so absurd and ‘‘undoing,” with banners.
what
out
find
to
it
to
go
fot
conscientious regard for the highest good of
of his life and death. Analysis, if pursued 18 nevertheless true; the proof being drawn
over
the
items,
and
found
no
fault,
except
sig
anal”
The ability to break the bread of life to
each scholar, and in a thoroughly good-naan apple, or an orange. Ultimate
point, yields only what is comThey couldn't see what he could tured manner, so as to command obedience
way, to the last
from scripture and reason. The proofs the people is no light thing. The most the sugar.
*
chiefly,
on
goes too far for this. If you stop aif
depender
if
therefore,
It
mon.
from reason would be of this sort—that (1) brilliant and sinewy intellect, fortified by do with so’much sugar! Let me add that, and Fespast. If any are dissatisfied at first,
content with ascertaining *%e distinguish- and emphasized, belittles the great, instead
God
can not have any providence worthy of long years of patient study, finds all its re- if that man had received from that town they will soon yield ta the popular feeling,
ing organic compqnds of each, you learn of magnifying the little. The diamond behim,'unless
it embraces everything, great sources inadequate to the perfect perform- his three hundred dollars annually for three which will result from the improved tone
“And for many purposes
of the school on account of this discrimimore about them.
comes coal; the coal does not become diaand small; that (2) it is no more deroga- ance of the work. It is a mockery of min- thousand years, they would not have paid nating classification.
the five senses are better than any scientific monds.
This intelligent division and allotment of
tory to God to decree these things than to | isterial duty to approach the task with a | him as much as a son of that old minister
_ "analysis.
Another example of destructive analysis
{ labor in the schools enables the teacher to
know
them, which he must do if he is ommere smattering of Bible learning; worse || has since done for that town.
Something like this destructive, disor- in theology is found in the adjustment
The minister of my childhood, a great, adapt his instruction to the Sagacity and
ganizing analysis seems to have befallen of the doctrines of divine providence and niscient; that (3) great consequences flow than mockery to attempt to substitute for it
present needs of the scholar.
It also innoble,
wise and good man, never received
sures more rapid progress and greater
theology. If I am not mistaken, it has been prayer. It is accepted by all Christians, as frony apparently trivial canses. For exam- dexterity in language, or even the powers but four hundred dollars.
We
thoroughness in the topics of study. The
applied with damaging effect to the atone- a law of events, that prayer brings bless- ple, how could Mr. Fletcher have construct- of a lofty but unsanctified eloquence.
od this great argument, which he could not want bread, not a stone, though the stone | One of my theological class-mates, whose government of the school is rendered more
ment.
ings as truly and efficaciously as the rain
consider beneath God's. providential notice,
We want the water of name is in all the churches, told me that he effective and simple upon this plan, for
The atonement is a fact. Like a granite, brings fertility to the soil. The showers but for the very trivialities which he thinks were a diamond.
where the mind can be kept busy with the
life, not the spiced decoctions of the alem- had thought of hiring a man in his very old lesson, there will be little opportunity for
foundation-stone, it sustains a moral and do not make every watered seed grow, and
age.
Bul
he
found
that
his
salary
would
God could not condescend to decree; that
Bote
hearing or making a noise. He was a wise
historical structure. The church of God is prayer does not further all the desires of (4)since a man ean know and determine a bie.
not pay the wages of a raw Irishman.
Tis teacher who, when asked how he secured
pe
built on it. Now, philosophers analyze praying hearts; but the one law is as fixed multitude of little things without diminishbrother supported him in part.
good order and attention in his class, rethis fact. They find in‘it a manifestation as the other, and both are unchangeable.
I know a very remarkablé old ‘minister, plied, “I never gave the scholars time to
«To Small-Salaried Ministers. ing
his
greatness,
it
is
irrational
to
set
any
of love, self-sacrifice, and justice. But here
3
now living, who told me that he and his be disorderly.”
—
—
Now, we can not help analyzing this law limit to God in this respect} and that(5) we
When each mind fgily comprelends the
comes the trouble. These same qualities somewhat, to find how prayer fits into the
A man who has preached the gospel in a wife had just been making calculations, and subject
are
not
obliged
to
suppose
that
God
be=.
as taught by the "teacher, and finds
they find in human actions, in far inferior course of divine providence.
We discover,
stows equal thought on things both great true spirit for forty years and more, pass- found that, if he should stop preaching, the instruction neither far above ror far
the
lost
have
they
analysis
the
In
ones.
they had enough and only enough to last below its wants, it will take delight in
on reflection, that it is itself an essential and small—only sufficient thought to all.
|
whole in getting the parts. Somehow they part of the plan. Some of the links in the
them four, possibly six, weeks.
thinking, and the consciousness of a steady
There
may
be
other
arguments,
equally
haye let slip the distinguishing feature, the great chain are human prayers. God or- convincing ; but the only point Inow insist may be pardoned for feeling that he can
' So, my dear brethren, your scant allow- gain to knowledge will add zest to the
property, the formative law, the historic dains the prayers, just as much as the an- on is, that this mode of reasoning by ana- say some wise and needful things to his ance is not a new thing, nor are you effort. The soul will feed on the living
Reformed Church Messenger.
life, of the fact. They have leveled the . swers. This makes everything straight, lyzing into frivolous details is unsound. It younger ministerial brethren without being alone in your trials.
Hundreds, if not word.—
analysis
physical
r—
greater to the less, just as
Calvinistically. But the trouble is, that it addresses the imagination, instead of the suspected of dictation, egotism or garruli- | thousands, are in like circumstanees.
destroys they difference between the oak not only makes the matter straight, but stiff reason, and seeks to gain a point by econ- ty.* It is not hard to believe that such a | But you have compensations.
If you | ONE WELL-ReMEMBERED LEssoN. Rev.
‘and the cabbage, the diamond and char- and stark 4s death. The adjustment is fusing the mind instead of enlightening it. man possesses real sympathy and love for see clerks and mechanics about you, re- Arthur Mitchell gives, in the ‘‘Advance,”
coal.
simple, logicsl, complete; but after you There is not a fact of history nor a truth of the pulpit and its Geeupants, and may be ceiving far higher “wages than you do,— a suggestive bit of personal experience :
That T may not seem to be ‘beating the have made it, you must forget about- it in science that can not bé assailed in this way. able to say choice and welcome words. and you will see it,—vemember you have
I remember one of my Sunday-school
air,” I will quote from a theologian whom
order to pray. It is a theological bludNothing €lse could be expected when Rev . | some great compensations. It is no small teachers when I was a boy. He was a
This
article
is
perhaps
too
heterogeneous
I admire and honor, but whose theology geon, with which to bring down a man who to admit of any one general conclusion; Dr. Todd becomes the counselor, as he reward to feel that you are living in the re- plain man, with a common-school education,
though naturally intelligent and thoughtful.
seems to suffer because his mind is, if the denies the efficacy of prayer on the ground
the study of this topic certainly impresses does in what follows. In ‘the Congrega- spect and kind, good will of the whole He was a very quiet man, even a matfer-of‘paradox may be allowed, too profound and of God's immutable purposes. It is effect- one with the great need of common sense tionalist he writes thus to his brethren :
community ; that Christ is a good Master, fact man ; teller in a country bank.
But he
:
too analytie, as well as too poetic.
No opponent of this class, who knows
ual.
I don’t offer you my commiseration, my and your Father is Heavenly, and that His evidently studied the lessons, and hé eviin
theology.
If
the
writer
of
this
has
viofor our souls, It pains
Opening Dr. Bushnell's *‘Viearious Sacri- what reasoning is, can stand against it. lated it, then he must be content to have dear brethren, for you would not be in the faithful ministers don’t often, even in old dently was anxious
fice,” the reader meets the following titles; But when the weapon has done its work, it unwittingly strengthened the same -conclu-, ministry, severely tried by poverty, were age, really suffer, He isa. good provider. me now when I think how perplexed and
“Nothing superlative in vicarious sacrifice, has to be laid aside. It will not do asa sion, and to stand humbly at the foot of a your souls not too noble to need or receive Neither you nor your children will ever real- grievedhe looked sometimes at our unconuefalye heedlessness: and fun; but one
or above the universal principles of right staff to constantly lean on, The reason is
pity. But nobody, who has not been in the ly suffer. Remember, too, that you are in
ing about his teaching I shall mever for:
very
long
and
respectable
class.
vicariin
and duty” ; ‘“The eternal Father
ministry,
can’ realize
the real suffering the line of usefulness; and though you may
partly because a prayerful spirit is incomIt was the way he had oceasionally,
get.
ous sactifice” ; “The Holy Spirit in vicari- patible, for the time being, with philosowas over, of laying
which we feel, when we have not a dollar mourn that you accomplish so little, yet, if after the lesson itself
seriously
ous sacrifice” ; ‘The good angels in vicari- phizing about prayer; and partly because
Old-Fashioned
Preaching,
in. the world, when ‘we dread debt, and any body in your community is really use- his hand on my knee, and looking and
earnand saying in warm
face,
ny
into
ous sacrifice”; “All souls redeemed -to be we can nop act naturally in anything while
fal,
you
are.
You
hear
of
one
and
another
when we have to count the weeks and days
quesof
words
simple
some
undertone
est
latter
the;
Under
”
sacrifice.
in wviearious
Is there not a good deal of wholesome
before wo ean expect our salary. How of your brethren who has. a great salary. tioning or persuasion which evidently just
we think of our actions as being foreordainwy
heading occurs the following :
Tt no- truth, such as it is well to consider just hard to‘fcel independent when you know
Don’t let it trouble you. They are just came right out of his heart. I do not reéd, or even foreknown, bh any oné.
«Jn whatis called his vicarious sacrifice; wise affects the truth of ‘anything bécause now, in this article eut from the Inferior ? not how to ‘live through
ht ne, car
the next week ! | as near having the chin and mouth go un- member one lessonhe ever
Christ simply fulfills what belongs univer- our minds are thrown ito confusionby The past has its lessons, just as it had its How diffienlt for an empty bag to stand up der the water as you are. The manna is not recall one illustration. which ie gren
silly to love; doing either more nor less trying to carry it ‘constantly side “by side merits, Tt is betler fo learn the first than straight ! No ‘wonder the poor minister just so much in the end, whether you gath- used, or one anecdote he ever told, but T
Tiis hand on my kniee. now. His kind,
than what the common standard of holi- with ‘something “else; but’ itis practical to ignore them, andto reproduce the last borrowed five dollars on Saturday night er one homer or two, Don’t worry because feel
anxious face is before ie while 1
serious,
ness requires. And then, since there can wisdom to avoid such confusions. = -'
° than, suffer the poverty. which their absence and paid it-back on- Monday morning—so you are not splashing in the water, or flash» write. ~ That half-hushed, deep, ‘tremulous
be no, other standard, and no perfect world
that he miglit preach: easier. The trials, ing, a great star; in the skies; If there is voice is as distinctly in my. oar as jt was
The solution of the trouble may not be will induce, . The writer speaks thus;
twenty-three years ago. These things would
or society canbe constituted under a differFlash is not: necessarily empensive, The the eripplings, ‘whieh befall men of these any class of men whom I want to. take. to have made poo substitutes for well-studied
at all. A “sanctified common sense”
ent or, lower kind of excellence, it follows easy
accomplish it by letbing thedries alone, costumer ‘can array a character in: barbaric small incomes, ean, never be known till the my heart with tears—anuy who are worthy lessons ; bit these things laid the lessons on
incontestably that the restoration of man- will
the covenant and show with the accessories of cheap spangles Judgment. If there: are any heroes in the of the highest honor in the churches of my soul. They made: me feel ‘that the
implicitly
kind, as a fallen race, must rgstorg them to and trusting
minds ‘may find and bright musling when neither he nor his world, they may be found among such min- Christ—iny whom He will honor and love lessons were true, and I saw that my teachfew
‘A
God,
of
promises
a love that works vicariously, and conforms
and reward, it is the class of ministers who, er believed them, and felt them in his deepby penetrating beyond this mechani- patron haye resources sufficient to purchase isters and their noble, self-sacrificing in
of this which
in all respects to the ‘work and passion of relief
with a mere pittance of this world, teil on est heart. It is the sight
cal view of providence, till they get at Jo a single ornament of intrinsic value. The Bo muchis expected of you, my dea
grow still
scholar
Suiidateschiool
2
then,
makes
sacrifice,
s
‘Vicariou
Christ himself;
brethren. You are expected to:pay you
uncomplainingly
—
almost.
martyrs
to
their
of joking
aclass
of
midst
the
thin
(One
analysis.
deeper
a
of
glinipse
a
in
childish
delight
in
such
display
is
a
passion
serious
and
will nut Ise a point where he is distinguish
debts promptly ; and when a man is collect- poverty. All hohor to tem and to their boys, sends him home with a new thoughtwith
'
stops
which
which
marks
a
stage
in
mental
developanalysis
the
certain,—
is
to.
life
od from ‘his followers, but ‘the very
very. likely, leads
saying that God ordains both the prayer ment. ‘The Indian does not pass above the ing he will be likely to send, your bill first. glorious wives—‘‘the horsemen of Israel vi at his heart, and,
which hé restores them in restoring them to
when he reaches home to steal quietly
him
and
the
chariots
thereof.”
God
bless
them.
“Oh,
the
minister
deals
only
in
money,
and the answer is not ultimate.
No one capacity of the child in this regard, but is
up-stairs or out. into the gerden, and put
God!" What we ‘call ‘Kis redemption. of
and he is always ready {to pay.” You are
prouder
of
‘his
crimson
blavkel
atid
his
need
fear
being
lost
in
metaphysical
prohis first blind, half-taught prayer.
up
must bring thew t3 ‘the common
stkind
We often fear to go to God with everyfundity, if this isthe limit reached. Such shining beads than the emperor is of his expected to set a table so respectably, that
by the loyal nation, and (4) that the hatred

Zh

[We have been “saving up”, some things which

carbon ;
It may comfort some to KROW *' at every
pile of charcoal. is essentiY) the same as
the diamond; it MAY * 454 46 the production
of diamonds om, CHA¥CoAL: but one Who

: | been cast off and cut over and turned and
serves the name of analysis, It comes from ‘assunfe the oracular, and deliver flimsy
te nursery, where the child, instructed in the errors and shadowy nothings asthe genuine altered; I don’t know how many times, Oh,
doctrine of God's omniseience, asks: “Can coinings of rofound and original thot ht, | that trunk of second-hand clothing<once
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young ones, a cat, ete., instead of different

|

standard,’ Executed by vicarious sacrifice
Rhetori- strangers won’
also issue in, vicari: an analysis i destructive to piety and dee- soft ermines and sober tapestries.
it mastf,
in ‘Hindsel
in most eaptious
cheap
and
abundant
‘as
is
trine,
se
it
is
shallow
and
frigid.
display
cal
imcommon
ous sacrifice in them. |The

. dismonds.
‘satisfactory can be these days ns tin foil ‘and paste
B is different.” Whether anything fully
believe,
on/
sm sotry.to
© pressi
prob~
and im‘the
whether
as
imagination
same
active
the
is
reached
moderately
A
Nowy the'whole argumnens,of ‘which this

will he bé a sufficient reminder to
iien
Poa,speci
yo
’

and human agency ean be
lem ‘of divine

analysis. Christ's

© A tingle example further may be found

Jt, dis a Splendid examthose who have rea
ple of

ultimae fheologieal

workis analyzed—to deatl?. Its uvique-

| ness.is

The diamond, under the

in the resolving of great truths into a multitude of frivolous details.

This hardly de-

pressible memorywilk.enable’ any ond who

it.

BiEe

rishioner can not ridicule
are'iexpected to dress your wife

résonant. ex-

pressions, or to manufacture them in endless
quantities. It is a cheap trick of .oratory to

But religion is not a purple

robe for great

occasions, ' it is

dress for daily wear.

a

working

‘We need daily grace,

exactly as we need daily bread.!

‘can’t feel ‘that they «are shabby.

us ask for both, and if we ask him for
bread, he will not/put us off ‘with a stone.

You are

chooses to store away a ‘hoard of allitera- grieved that your faithful wife can’t have as
tious, tropes, metaphors, ‘and

day troubles.

and children so respectably that your people

Jesus bade

much for her clothing, year by year, as | ““He that spared not his own Son, but gave
Bridget in the kitchen las, and haf your bim up for us all, how shall he not with
children have to wear clothes that have him also freely give us all things’? ”
ies.)
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“You

be afraid of it, and the
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Tangs THAT Go TosrruEr.

greqationalist, Speaking of the necessity o
spiritual power in a superintendent - or
teacher, says: ‘He who has. this will be

sucessful, emin only so
§ if,he have. little
else,” But no man ever pained spiritual
power witout the diligent use of means,
and he who has successfully used thse
means will have something else, anl 2a
good deal of it,
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Of the dry, unyielding plain.

Seeds that fall amid the stillness

+» @fthe lonely mountain glen;
Seeds cast out in crowded places,
Trodden under foot of men;
the air;

{

‘ Seeds by faithful souls remembered,
Sown in tears and love aud prayer.

Thou who knowest all our weakness,

world,

and

Bid thine angels guard the furrows

and

even

joy

un-

no room for

me, and you shall learn the truth ; you shall

learn just

From the seed we sowed in tears.

that which

to fit you for the
follow.”

shall

be

necessary

path God intends you to

There

vo never

been an

emer-

gency in the history of the Church or of

Stay the hasty, heedless hand;
Lest the germsof sin and sorrow

the world when a man has not been fitted
for the times, fitted by his previous life to
fill just the niche required. The times have

Make each faithful effort blest,
Till Thine harvest shall be garnered,
And we enter into rest.

not made him, he has not made the times;
but God alone, and of his own will, in se-

cret has been fitting him for just the place.

4

As

Enter this school, and you will be prepared

the Dew.

When God selects the dew as the image
of the working of his Spirit upon the Wy rit of man, he sélects,

perhaps, the

gentlest

as well as the most beautiful emblem which
‘the whole range of nature supplies. Yet
in the settling of the dew, at
first as an
invisible film of moisture, its
gathering
into dew-drops, its absorption by the plant,
or exhalation in the morning sunshine,
are ‘involved the mighty forces by» which
the worlds are

orbits.

framed

Destructive

and

guided in their

forces are often,

noisy

and violent,
In the emotions, speech, and
conduct of men, violence is oftena sign

for the position, ‘God has already prepared
for you, Those who have been trained of
God, for his

own

service,

have

had
to do

with him in secret before they have
prominent before the eyes of men,
show less the

restlessness of the

hasty running before béing

been
Such

flesh, the

sent; but they

come forth in the hour of need, calm, wise,

enduring, unhindered by the
strife of men, able to stand
or to meet face to face Goliath
Paul is a chosen servant

confusion and
in the breach,
of Gath.
of the Lord:

*¢ But I will show him how great things he
must suffer for my sake.”
Peter's impetuosity and strength were
to ba of eminent use in the infant Church;

rather of weakness than of strength.
The but * he went out and wept bitterly,” and
Holy Spirit is so gentle in his working, what those days and nights were’ before
just because he is almighty. Se it was God we may judge when his loving and
written of him to whom
the Spirit was compassionate
Lord sent those cheering
given not by measure: ‘‘He shall not {words to ‘‘my disciples and Peter,” “1
strive nor cry, neither shall any man hear am risen again.”
his voice in the streets.” His doctrine
David, too, was the chosen of the Lafd,

droppedas the rain, and distilled as the

dew, as
the small rain upon the tender herb. Men’s hard, haughty, flint-like
hearts which the lightning could not melt
nor the earthquake rend; ‘were ‘won and
subdued, they knew.not how, by the meekness and gentleness of Christ. He was as
the dew unto Israel.
How often Christians. rebel against this
character

of divine

grace!

modified

gre
disproportionate number, of deaths
ilies, of ‘those precious
n unchristian
little innocent ones, that had net vital force

not regarded ; and this, too, without

‘ Enter my school. I am its teacher;
you are chosen as my scholar. Learn of

Check the forward thoughts and passion,

each weak endeavor,

deaths

ord--appears in the great number, and the

I

Where the precious grain is sown,
Till the fields are crowned wi
ry,
Filled with mellow, ripening ea
Filled with fruitof life ete

Father, help

of adult

would show, and especially when

full of glory, shall descend

Leave us not to sow alone!

and pleasant land.

nearly

the hot “by the fact that in, many families only one

while

and fill the heart which had

we blessings,
scatter strife ;
looks and actions
deuth or life,

Mar our

equal, as the whole record

been:

them before.
God only knows what this promise means, enough, or'did not receive wise and religand how and when it can be fulfilled,—*1 ious care enough, to live beyond the first
year ; in believing families the record is siz;
will be as the dew."—Christian Weekly.
in other families, forty-one. The ratio is
nearly seven to one
against those families
where God is not worshiped, and his word
“ Learn of Me.”

‘When the sower’s hand is gold ;

a whisper sow
By a breath we
In our words and
Lie the seeds of

Perhaps,

the

speakable

mold ;'
Lifeless on the teeming
Seeds that live and grow and flourish
By

is certain that the number has

the

of worldly prosperity
(which
have prayed for) rests ofi you,

overcomes

noguickened,

,

for

Though’ it is not

They

want

sudden, violent emotions; convictions of
sin to make men weep and beat their
breasts, and ery out, ** What must
[ do?”
raptures to lift the soul into Paradise,uncer-

tian whether in the body or out of the
body ;. gifts to convert hundreds by a single sermon; love to Christ so warm thit
self-denial will be no frouble, and martyrdom be coveted asa luxury; impressions
so irresistible that doubt shall be slain on
the spot, never to riSe again. We wish for
Niagara, not “the dew.” But God who best

at

first

in

pertest

obscurity,

mot

thought

worthy to
calledto the sacrifice, left
tending a few sheep. Yet he had not been
alone in the wilderness,—he had been in
the school of Him who sseeth not as man
seeth.

The soul that would Wé

strong for God

must learn the resources faith has in God
—inust learn to use the strength of God,
the living Sod The world with its power may

arrayed

against

us;

its pomp

and circumstance may be drawn
up in
baftle array, and the difficulty and danger
may seem to sense overpowering;
but
with God in the
question, he who weighs
the earth in his balance and finds it wanting, what need we fear? We are to look
at the world and its trials with the light in
which

we

stand,—the

light of the

seven-

branched candlesticks. Faith receives God
himself as beyond every blessing God can

count-

ing those numerous casesof both prematiire

and

immature births that never come to the

how to carry on his

own

called our own masters, does it make much

difference.
Away from those lower grounds into higher spheres—it is certainly true that we must
wear the yoke.
God has made us, and not
we ourselves ; and God has made us to be

his servants. We are daily in dependence
on him for the bread we eat. If any man
“shall say he is not dependent on God, T will
at least reply to him, ‘You

are ~dependent

for the air you breathe and .the power to
breathe it. The life that is within you hangs

upon 4 thread, and that thread
hands of the Most High.”
Moreover, we

are

work

light reveals

good gifts in answer to prayer, he proceeds
to give the results of his observation for fifteen years in the town of Hinesburgh.' He:

its abundance and beauty, and in the unclouded sunshine it vanishes.

says:

ly does the Spirit of God often work,
Not
indeed, always.
Sometimes his visitation

20 years of age, and no church-member
died under 20 years of age.
Of these 202,
90 were members of an evangeli¢al church,

Even thus

is

like

the

thunder

secretly, silently, mysterious-.

rain

and

in the open

of

summer

lightning,
sky,

and

heralded

by

every drop

visible

gathered

torrent

the

rushing down the streets and highways.
But churches are not to suppose they can
be revived only by Pentecostal showers.
Christians are not to be discontented with
themselves or with one another because

they can not fix the day and hour of their
conversion to God, The blessing may be
“wr just as real, possibly even more precious,
:
if it comes ** as the dew.”
This image represents to us, moreover,
what we may venture to term the humility

of the Divine Spirit. It is written, that
God humbleth himself to behold the things
done in heaven and ‘upon the earth. The
disdainful pride of human greatness which
scorns to
pay ‘attention to what is little
atd lowly, is at .the very farthest remove
from the likeness of
God. What a tiny
thing is a dewdrop! Yet it is a vast globe
compared with one of those minute particles, or tholecules of water, of which it is
made, and by means of which God carries

on his work, in building

up the

sues, and ‘providing food

for

beast.

Nowhere ‘is Divine

plant-tis-

man and for

power so mar-

- Yeloodly displayed asin the realm of the
infinite

small,

If in the natural world God works by
what is least, we may infer by analogy

. that in the Spiritual realm Christians are
very wrong in 'despising what is least.

which is least,

He that is faithful in that

¢

is faithful alse in much ; and he that is unjust in the least is. unjust; alse in much.”

It is not enough that we keep open the
eye, the ear, the hand, of our “spirits; all
the invisible pores of out gpiritual nature
need to be kept open likewise, if we would
inherit the

dew.”

|

blessing

which

comes

»

‘‘ us the

The inexhaustible fullness of divine grace,

—but,

alse, the conditions

it works, are foreibly

image of the dew.

Where

treasure of dew,—these

under

présented

which

under

did all

countless

this

‘this

millions

of purest water-drops come from? Even
from the very air which seemed so arid,

while the plants fadedin the .scorching |
sun, It was all there, all through
: the

summer-day.
ing?

What hindered it fiom fall-

Only the sunshine.

God had to with-

draw one blessingto make room

for the

other. The Spirit of God is ever mear to
us, in unexhausted fullness, illimitable

power.

How

"

easily the dew

may be hin-

»

incon-

star,

which

The preachers like the helmsman., He
is ever admonishing, now on one subject,

is sinking fatigued and burning in the shade

now

of evening, fe sppeat at the same instant,

on

another.

The

world

much as before ; but without

so

constituted

as

creatures, with such passions and propensities, that if we break one yoke, the yoke

which it is meet we should wear, and do not
serve God, we at once bend our necks to

something

another yoke and begin to serve

else—we serve ourselves, and oh,

the

slay-

ery of serving one’s self! - He ‘that makes

his belly

his god, and bows down

to the

lusts of the flesh,serves a tyrant indeed. The
man who shall say, “I am perfectly free,
and Tlive for nothing but myself,” is so

mean an animal, that he is hardly worthy to

with the rosy dews

of

keeps on

|

handsome shoes often pinch the feet... ;
Don’t believe the man who talks the most,

a beacon,

against

Sir, the yoke

fits the human neck, and the human neck
was made to wear it. We must have some
God, we must have some ruler, we must

/

The whole: number
this record

is 336,

of

deaths

Of these,

202

given

in

were over

and 112 were not, thoughat least, 28 of these
left comforting evidence to their evangelical friends that they died in the exercise of
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ.
The nnmber of these 99 church-members

who lived to be ever 90 years of age is 5; of
the 112 who were not church-members, 2;
of church-members who lived to be over 80

years

of, age,

18;

of the

others,

11;

of

years

of

church-mtmbers who lived to be ovr 70
years of age, 42; of others, 24; of church-

members who lived to be over.

60

age, 5d of others, 43. The whole number
of church-members who died under 60

years of age is 86; of others, 69 ; of churchmembers who died under 50 years of age is
27; of others, 56 ; of church-members who
djed under 40 years of age is 17 ; of others,
46 ; of church members who-died under 30
years of age is 10; of others, 33. Reducing
the calenlation, so as to, show what would
be the proportion of deaths of these two

classes of persons, in one hundred who die
at these ages, the result is, that out of 100
persons who live to be over 90 years of age,
77 are church-members, 28 are not; of 100
who live to he;over 80 years of age, 67 are
church - members,
are not; of 100

of religion

upon

ee.

the

-

attention

gay

of a

for mewing cats are seldom

be

good mousers.

The

Lord
,

will

Provide.

a

In a village - near Warsaw,

pious peasant, by

there

name, Dobry.

lived

a

Without

any fault of his own, he had fallen into arrear with his rent, and the landlord detevmined to tarn him out.
lt was winter; and

evening, and the next day he was to be
turned out, with all his family. As they
sat in their sorrow, Dobry knelt down in
their midst, and they sang,
¢“ commit thou all thy

griefs

And ways into his

hands.”

Just as they came to the lust verse—
¢ When thou wouldst all our need supply,
‘Who then shall stay thy hand ?”

there was a knock at the window. It was
an old friend, a raven, that Dobry's grandfather had taken out of the nest and tamed
and then set at liberty. Dobry opened the
window ; the raven hopped in, and in his
bill there was a ring, set with precious
thought he would sell the
stones. Dobry
ring; but he thought again that he would
take and show it to his minister; and he,
who saw at once, by the crest, that it be-

more in need;

and the next

gnd gave

year built him

him cattle from

his

own herd ; snffprer the house door there is
an iron tablety'whereon is carved a raven
with a ring in his beak, and underneath the

verse—

hia 8

“ Thou everywhere hast sway,
And all things show thy might;
Thy every act pure blessing is,
hy path unsullied light!”

Self-Consecration.
A

I beseech thee, O thou God of love, to

engage my whole life in thy service.. Bind
me to thee by the sweet attractions of thy
love, and grant that nothing on earth may
alienate my heart from thee. Make me so
thoroughlv thine that I may cleave to thee
for ever—in the hours of woe and the days
of gladness, in weakness and ‘strength, in
health and sickness, my labors and recreation, in my domestic affairs and social in-

tercourses. Wherever I may be, in whatever work engaged, may I serve none but

thee, may I follow none

but thee.

As thou

has taught me to worship no created object,
to serve no idol, cast out from my heart
that spiritual idolatry which draws away my
love and energies from thee, and devotes
them to the pursuit: of some favorite passion—that idolatry -wvhich
bow down before avarice,

visit, she exclaimed, as

one true God.
May I always remember
that the sole aim of my life is to find thee,
and may all my thoughts and words and
actions turn ta.thy glory. May my whole
life be pervaded by thy Holy Spirit; may
thy love be the center of all my actions. If
there is aught in a corner of my heart which
I love for its own, sake, and which I can

she

arose

to

glad

wel-

to

see you.
Iwas afraid I was the only one
who had escaped youy friendly notice.”
The impenitent aré expecting Christians

or the felicities

makes the soul
fame, ambition,

of the world.

Keep

me

from all sorts of id latry, and teach me to
acknowledge thee as my only master, the

to pursue this course. God requires it; and
a simple neglect to do so -involves fearful
consequences, both for time and eternity.
- Christian reader, in view of the amaz- not sacrifice for thee, help me to’ root it
ing worth of souls, be entreated to embrace out. Divert my affection from the world
every opportunity to speak a word for and establish it firmly in thee, that it may
Christ. ~The dear, unconverted friend you hanker after nothing but thy pleasantest
meet to-day may be in eternity to-morrow. .company,
Gracious, Lord, enable me, 1
It is a mournful fact that the lives of a beseech thee, so thoroughly to devote mylarge

majority

‘of the

professed

followers

of Christ are virtually a failure.
Like the Oleaster, a counterfeit

olive

self to thee that

I may

live

and

dic

a

poor

name to live,” and only a name.—Matt. vii.
20; xxv. 80; xxi, 19,
“Nothing but leaves | The Spirit griéves
Over a wasted life

And as we trace our weary way,

Counting each lost and misspent day,
Sadly we find at Jast—

Nothing but leaves !
«“ Ah{ who shall thus the Master meet,
Beatie but withered leaves ?

ao

we

should

The divine

promise is:

be

my

Father

glorified,

that ye

bear

%

2
do

2.24
;
do do
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The reg-
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All orders and

remittances for the paper
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Ten copies or
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10, when
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The
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
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Capital

2.00
' do

Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,

LR.

with the first number in

April. Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sen.
us for the Myrile.
:
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

to clear

from $100 to $200 per month.
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THIS, and do not fail tosend for our Circulars giving full description of the business, before engagi
elsewhere.
AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfinditto

cation.

their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with.
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Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just published hy the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish.
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Prize Series.
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whereby
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|

his only |
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two stamps to pay expenses.
There is, not a dingle |
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The Christ-Child,
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Boy’s Heaven,
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Series.

Bright Days,
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Pompeii and Herculaneum,
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Series.

Starlight Stories,
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Miscellaneous.

A calculation has been made that in England and Scotland alone there are ‘preached
every Sunday no fewer then 76,000 sermons, which makes a total for the year of
four millions, And there are probably as
many preachedin this country. What an

much of it appears to be labor in vain! We
can perceive no great change in the “world
Lay down, for golden sheaves,
produced
this preaching. Some souls
]
?”
who live to be over 70 years of age,
Nothing but leaves
! continually bein
brought
‘
|
ares
indeed
McMahan.
G.
—M.
69 are church-members, 31 are not; of 100
through this divinely-appointed
agencyto
who live to be over 60 years of age,61 are
repentance of sin and faith in Christ, and
church-members, 89 are not.
Out of 100
ave thus made heirs of everlasting life; but
Is There a God.
deaths under 60 years of age, 89 are churchcomparatively few sermons
are directly
undeaths
100
of
out
members, 61 are not}
followed
by
this
happy
result.
Are the
reChateaubriand
does
eloquently
[How
der 50 years of age, 37 are church-members,
rest ‘useless? No! Not, a single effort . of
oly to this inquiry :
io
68 are not ; out of 100 deaths under 40 years
of the valley, this kind is thrown away.
of age, 82 are’church-members, 68 are not; I phere is a4 ¢ The herb bless
Take notice of a pilot who f8 steering a
Him ; the
out of 100 deaths under 30 yeare of age, the cedars of the mountains, the elephant large vessel into port. He has his’ hands
beams;
his
in.
sport,
insects
not.
are
73
97.ave church-members,
Him with the rising orb of day ; the constantly on the wheel, and from time to
These figures ave intensely significant ; salutes
Him in the foliage ; the thunder time he turns it rapidly, especially when
sings
bird
and when it is ‘conceded, as it must be, that
the ocean the waves are rough, and the wind is high
some churchithenibers are very deficientin proclaims Him in the heavens;
man alone hath and contrary, so that the ship is obliged to
living by God's ‘word; and some wha, are declares His immensity;
Unite in thought beat her way into port; then you will see
not -churchsmembers do this very scrupu- said, *“There imo God?"
beautiful ob- him contintially at work, turning’ his helm
most
the
instant
same
the
at
justifiaappears
if
louslyin many respects,
see at once first in one direction, then in another. An
you
that
suppose
;
nature
in
jects
20
from
ble to say that the chances cf life
of ignorant person might suppose that the
séasons
the
all
,
da.
the
of
hours
the
all
yeits old and upwards are at least two to
and a morn- vessel must be ever changing her course,
fie~nify ‘we not ‘say, more than two to the year; a morning of spring
bespangled with bug observation would teach him that, inoné! Pin favor of those who keep the com- ing of autumn; a night
with clouds i stead of causing this effect, the movements
covered
night
a
and’
stars
mandmentsiof Gods
©
J
and. of the helmsmen are all for the ‘purpose of
flowers,
with
enameled
meadows
rewith
The record, already examined
g her steady on a straight course.
by k
gilded
fields
;
snow
with
hoary
forests
spect to adults, contains the, deaths. of 134
the pilot held the ruddef stationary, the
persons under 20 years of age. Of these, tints of autumn ; then alone you will have a If
While ship would soon swerve from the right di34 belonged to families where one or both just conception of (lie un vorsg, ~ plungrection, lose all her headway, and be in
is
of the parents
were ‘members of am evan- you are gazing upon the sun which
danger of capsizing' and sinking in the
another
west,
the
of
vault
the
under
ing
families,
other
to
elical church, and 100
deep.
|
the
from
emerging
him
admires
observer
he ratio is nearly as three to one in favor
»
Before the awful judgment-seat,
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The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference,
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Overcoming,

immense number does this seem! And how

Ah! who shall at the Saviour’s feet,

d

an:

Thewolume begins
K

58

8 5
9
J5
1.44
18
1.44

The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s
PRY Summer,
One Year of my Life; ~~ + «
Building Stones
.
i
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,"
Alice Benson’s Trials,
.
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,

CHARITY—A stream meandering from the
fount of love.
BisLE—A guide to realms of endless joys
above.
‘
.
Rericion—A key which opens wide the
gates of Heaven.
.

LOO

3 .

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

FAME—A meteor dazzling with its distant glare.
WEALTH—A score of troubles and consuming care.
PLEASURE—A gleam of sunshine passing
s00n away.
LovE—A morning beam whose memory
gilds the day.
?
Farra—An anchor dropped beyond the

bells to toll people to church.
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Definitions.
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The fields are white to harvest;
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More

with the truth that we need God's blessing
and the reviving influences of his Spirit upon
our churches? Let us seek the
Lord with
all our hearts, * He will be inquired of by
the house of Israel to do it for them.”
God says to his people: ¢ Return unto
me and I will returu unto you.” ¢ Ye shall
seek me and find me, when ye shall search
fruit.”

ao
single,1

1

ozen,

Let us do

*‘ Herein

20

240
£0

n

‘ao

song in our

your heart.”

do

Ba
2.88
J7
1.72

Choralist,
single, =
» Re
. do
Minutes of General Oonence, single,
70
20
96
a3
There is no discount on the Minutes by the

this, and, our oy will be: ‘ Hear what
great things the Lord has done for us?”
Christian brethren, are we impressed

for me with all

sin;

do

do Qdo

** Then shall ye

mouth, even ‘praise to our God.

Treatise,

JR

04
v
03°
28

4 5 940!
en, 2.88

TheBook 0f Worship,
gle,
:
do
;
Stary oesus,( Ques. Book) Alugle,
0
do
dozen,
WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
do
do
dozen,
Butler’s Commentary,
doVol. 1 TheGospels,
single,
Vol.2 The Ags, Romans,
& Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sund
in
the Year,
( Qties. Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,
Obuitionist,
&ingle,

seek me and find me when ye shall search
th all your heart.” Have we been a long
time without the cheering and quickening
influences of God’s Spirit, and do we now
feel a desire to glorify our Divine Master by
returning to him ? Let us ask’ ‘‘with all our
heart” to help us put away sin and seek his
lory. He promises that he ¢ will be
ound ” by us. and we shall feel that he has
brought us into a large place; has set our
feet upon rock, and’ put a new

Zz

single,

Te

11
196
12.52
A
9.14
1.88
18.62
1.40

o

3
240
.15
1.44

ngle,1.00.

ao

Thoughts upon n Thought
Thou,

w With All Your Heart. ,

amid

the sweet joys of true resignation.—Chunder Sen.
med

not

ozen

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

Church Member’s Book,

0

innumerable—Geo. Mac Donald.

found in Palestine, which produces an abun-

dance of leaves but no fruit, they ‘‘have a

dness;

a

1.92
16
1.96
08
96
. 28
3.26
ey

Bingle, Ly

0

good after al ; at best we should only be
net bad. God wants us to choose to be
good and so be partakers of his holiness;
e would have us to lay hold of him. He
who has given his Son to suffer for us will
make us suffer too ; ‘bitterly if needful, that
we may bethink ourselves and turn to him.
He would make us as good as good can
be; that is, perfectly good, and therefore
rouse us to take the needful hand in the
work ourselves; rouse us by discomforts

vale of death.

young lady of his congregation, thoug
frequently admonished by conscience to do
so. Finally resolving to do his duty, he
called upon her and found her in tears. Instantly divining the cause which led to his
come him, “My dear pastor, I am

History,

Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
. do
do
do
do PaperCov.
do
do
do
Life of Marks,

could grow good without trying, it would

a new house,

What is he but

on the same

Price. Postage, Total,

:

esteem, and that after a diabolical model],
alone and apart in his awful selfishness,

which all are to be warned ?

Books...

also Postage

the ministra-

or suffering. But I have known.a dog
with more goodness than that would come
|. to. We can not be good without having
|
No one is more like an honest man than consentedto be
e good, God shows
a thorough rogue.
:
7
us the good and the bad; urgesus to be
When you see a mun with a great deal good ; wakes good thoughts and desires in
of religion displayed in his shop window, us
; helps our
spirit with his Spirit, our
you may depend upon it he keeps a very thought with his thought; but we must
small stock of it within.
yield; we must turn to him ; we must conDo not choose your friend by his looks ; sent, yes, try, to be made good. If we
—

Jonged to King Stanislaus, took it to him,
and related the story. The king sent for
Dobry, and rewarded him so that he was no

course.

91

Prices of Freewill Baptist
Single and by thé dozen;

Sayings of Spurgeon.

wii

be called a man. In his boasted exemption
from all regard to his fellow creatures and
to his God, he sets himself up in his own

like an iceberg to melt away, and may be
to crash others as he moves along his

.

16m. Shoop, single, 100.
tions of the pulpit, it would soon lose the Pealmody,
0
0
dozen,
9.60
do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
morning? At every instantof the day | progress it has made, and instead of reachdo
deo
do
©
dozen,
0.68
the glorious orb is at once rising, resplen- ing the port of heaven, sink in the abyss of
do
82mo.
single, .85
dentat noonday, and setting in the west ;,0r everlasting rui
do,
do
dozen, 8.18
— Christian
n,
Banner.
Butler’s
Theology,
single,
1.60
rather our senses deceive us, and there is,
do
+ do
dozen, 15.38"

fre¢h. and humid

says,

most delicate, incessant variety of operation, never two nights, two hours, quite

until the morning

what

is in .the

:

all

tl

the same;

gilded gates of the east.

Byno means put yourself in another's
knowledge of the public, and never find
place on the records of the parish minister. power; if you put your thumb between two
grinders they are very
apt to bite.
Drink nothing without seeing it; sign
nothing without reading it, and make sure
Men must wear Some Yoke.
that it means no more than it says.
;
—
Gv—
Do not get to law unless you have nothIt is so naturally. There is no stage of
life in which this is not the case. The child ing to lose; lawyers’ houses are built on
must bear the Soke in his youth. He is an fools’ heads.
Put no dependence on the label of a bag,
unhappy
child that is under no control.
Probab ly there is nothing so ruinous to a and count money after your own kind.
In any business, never wade into water
man as to be allowed to have his own way,
y
while yet his judgment is not ripe enough where you can not see bottom.
to guide him. And when we advance into |" See
* the sack open before you buy what
youth, we are usually placed in some posi- is init, for he w o trades in. the dark asks
tion of life where we dre under obligations to be cheated.
to some superior, be he parent, or guardian,
or employer. Nor if we become what is

ive.
Then, let us learn, in secret, lessons have some principle, which shall master us;
of faith, of dependence upon God, of the .and be it ours in God’s name to choose the
+ I will be as the dew unto Israel."
casting out of self; not only in the great right and best master, or else, woe be unto
. These words shadow forth the secrecy things, that we sometimes call taking up us.— Spurgeon.
by
of the working of divine grace. How si- the cross, but also in little events of everylently, how secretly, the dew fulfills its gen- day life. Here lies our power, in this daitle ministry! Every one takes notice of it ly victory; in daily hating and losin one’s
~ Work for Jesus.
when it lies thick on the grass and drips life in the world that we may find the life
from the trees and hedges in the morning | of Christ,—that we may find God.—ChrisThere is a specific life-work for every man,
sunshine, and each dew-drop sparkles like tian at Work,
woman and child. In the words of a late
a diamond and is colored like a rainbow.
writer, the ‘whole armor of God” was
But who can tell when it began to fall?
made for the individual. Some years ago a
You were walking at sundown on the
entleman about to leave a store, where he
Christianity and Long Life.
rreensward that bad seemed all day as
Had been dealing, spoke kindly with the
§
——
ry as dust. A slight chill crept over you,
‘You are the
proprietor about his soul.
Rev. €. E. Ferrin, pastor of the Congre- first fnan,” replied the merchant, ‘who has
scarce perceptiblé ; stooping,you swept your
hand over the grass and found it damp. gational church at Hinesburgk, Vt., has thus spoken to me for seventeen years!”
The dew was there, but you could not tell given to the public an elaborate and valua- Seventeen years of constant intercourse
when its first cool reviving breath stole ble article on the subject of ‘‘Long Life to with Christians, and not one word bearing
After stating that God upon his eternal interests !
out of the warm twilicht upon the thirsty the Righteous.”
herbage.
Through the dark night it gath- promises especial protection to his children,
Dr. Spring states that he once neglected,
ers, obeying most fixed laws, yet with the and bestows health and long life and other for a considerable time, to press the claims
knows

By

ceivable paglc does that aged

parent is a church member.
Another comparison involves no such un- Jropetly speaking, no east, west, or south
t
Growing Good.
the world. Everything reduces itself to
it can not descend. God may see the cold certainty, and vet.is quite as significant as
‘
—
e average age at death. of asingle point, from whence the kingof day
shade of trial, loss, disappointment,the dark the former,
night of weeping to be the indispensable 34—all that belonged to Christian families, sends forth at once a triple light in one sub- | Perhaps, by giving them perfect health
The bright splendor is
perhaps and everything they wanted, with absolute
is 7.26 years; of
the 100 others, 8.26 years, stance,
conditions of this prayer be g ade
them very
Then, ax all earthly scenes of
beduty and The ratio is more than two to one in favor that which nature can present that iy most good temper, and making
familiar home-marks of joy grow dim and of the Christian training of children, eveu beautiful ; for while it gives us an idea of ondof each other besides, God might have
the perpetual magnificence :and resistless provided himself a people he would have
the night-breeze blows chill, the stars of for our, low stundard of it, What would
ad no ‘difficulty
in governing, and
promise shall shine bright in the cold, clear it be if parents kept, and taught their chil- power of God, it exhibits at the same time
a shining image of the glorious Trinity !
amon
whom, * in consequence, there
sky, and love tll
all earthly love, dren to keep, all the perfect law of God?
The most startling fact of the whole rec_
”
would have been no crimes and struggling
peace
passing understanding, faith that

Soft with Heaven’s Eracious rain;
Seeds that rest upon
the surface

‘Seeds by idle hearts forgotten,

earnestly,

, refreshing, fertilizing it:

‘hinders?

sunshine
also you

and ill,

Scattered on the level lowland,
Cast upon the windy hill ;
:
Seeds that sink in rich, brown furrows,

Seeds that lie uhchang

be, sincerely,

families.

possible to say precisely what the ratio" of
these two classes of
ilies has beén to
each other during all these fifteen years, it

and kee

dew of .God’s grace to bathe your thirsty

‘We are sowing, daily sowing,

Flung at random on

prevent its gracious ministry,

Gideon's fleece dry when the herbage all
around is drenched. You have
prayed,

Laborers together with God.
Countless seeds of fo

of Christian
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| dull, cold,

inactive,~a

disappointment,

a |

grief and a discouragement to his brethren,

“land

a

stumbling-block

servers.
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GEORGE

T.

DAY,
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ae All cophumeations designed for publication
should be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on
business,

remittances

of money,

&c.,

should

‘be

One could hardly think without panting ; to

out - side ob-

sigh was

sponsibility of his state upon his pastor or

11, 1872.

Editor.

to

But he is ready to charge the re-

dressed to the Publisher,

i

Ahad
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Star, we make the following offer:

dened the brain and, threatened the spirit
with despair, That was our Summer, look-

intolerable heat, was something that bured at in the calmness of a retrospect, and
drawn out from the impressions that still
abide. Is ita wonder that, thinking only

be such a thing as the thorough regenera-

" To any person sending the names of two

al life. = There is a superabundant waiting

readers must know, make up a collection of
real beauty and worth.
A
We will also send either of the above premiums to any present subscriber to the

pensation

own

the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,

and 10 cts. additional for postage, &c.’
N. B. No percentage is a]Jlowed on money
sent for these premiums.
The number of
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
and we can fill orders for it only till the
small lot'is exhausted. Promptness will be
necessary in order to secure this rare work
of art.
:

‘Working out our own Salvation.

dustry

. his good pleasure.” Whatever God does or
will'do for the soul, Paul here virtually
soul

work earnestly for itself. His service in its
‘behalf, so far from furnishing a reason for
inactivity and presumption, only renders
the duty of personal effort more imperative
and sacred, and makes the neglect of that
duty a greater mischief and wrong.
The fact that he offers his help and gives
makes

the

guilt of

come

that

nor

Exit

resources

months

of the

or

stimulants

each soul must fight its own
find and work

its way

or

Autumn.

vows

solemnly made

heedlessly

given

but

unused, of

squandered, of added

to worldliness

world.

There

and

are always

but

catches the

moaning;

ones, who

both,

battles and

. By the

if it is

van-

somber

andlin
2

ayside fall and perish,

Wear, Yor thé march of life.

To fail in

in remembering

Enter

among the gladdest travelers there may be
seen coming the burdened and smitten

persis-

to victory

ever to rejoice in a coronation.
perceiving this fact, or

hour

After all that
Ged,

assert the

individual soul,—*If

elements that come into human experience,
such as make all seasons shadowy and every
retrospect a bitter thing. The creation still
groaneth and travaileth in pain; there is no

of Christians, nor the fidelity of the church,

man,

and

which is thought of only as a terror and a
foe, of large hopes that were fatally blighted, or of a great sorrow that left the heart
desolate and blinded the eye to the beauty

nor the ministry of angels, nor the abundant
help of God even, can relieve us from this

is done for it, by

so needful

ity when God was calling to a noble
service, of the steady approach of death

the coop-

necessity for wise, faithful, earnest,

of

expression in those words

not kept, of high opportunities

“of the schoo!, nor the sympathy and prayers

tent, heroic; personal work.

saints

souls.
But we do
truth,—which is so

Summer—

for attention,”df

arrangements

the

made

The summer is; past. That statement
may carry sadness to some persons. It
may remind of duties put off which pleaded

they

of society, nor the influence of ‘law, nor the
service of government, nor

not

thou art wise thou shalt be wise for thyself;
but if thou scornest thou aldne shalt bear
it.»

favorable surroundings,

nor the sympathy of friends, nor

it has

responsibility of each

noble -an@ successful

eration of associates, nor the

of Provi-

which so strongly and solemnly

life without this sense of personal responsibility and this earnest work which each
soul is set to do for itself. Neither a happy
temperament,

And

of his neighber.—Here is a vicious

vital,—that finds

might have life, and that they might have it
more abundantly.”
Along with the lesson of trust'in God,
there is great need of learning that other
: equally vital lesson,—that there can be no
such thing as a true,

complains

often forgotten and is yet

do nothing
success, is

purpose, not to soothe it to slumber;. to
intensify and systematize effort, not to make
us passive like inert matter and impressible
like soft clay. Christ defines the function
of divine forces in their appeal to the human
“I am

he

haloer of weak human
wish to emphasize the

comes to quicken, not to paralyze ; to rouse

he says,

him.

these men who were .bent on @illainy, and
a paradise of this wretched neighborhdod
which its occupants persist in fashioning into a hell.
We do not overlook the duty of Christians
to labor for the outward and inward profit
of those about them; we do not seek to
lessen the responsibility of the ministry
and the church; we do not distrust the power nor undervalue the mercy of God who
repeals himself as the great and infinite

to pervert his choicest ministry so that it
tends to destroy rather than to save. He

spirit, when

and

cheat, because

indolence, whether founded upon indifference, distrust, or presumption, all the greater and less excusable.
For when God
comes to aid the soul in a given work, he
thereby declares the importance of that work
“in the most emphatic way, and assures us
that there need be no failure. To push that
work aside, after this, is to challenge God’s
statement when he declares it vitally necessary. To distrust our success when his
help is pledged, is to turn his truth into a
lie.
To assume that we need
becauge he is interested in our

beckoned

man who blames only his inherited passions;
a criminal in jail who flings his maledictions only at the law and its officers ; a heedless workman who loses his place and
blames not himself but his old employer; a
skeptic- who lays his unbelief at the door
of the pulpit that has failed to convince
him while he refused to enter the sanctuary ;
a mass of crime and sin springing out of
men’s deliberate and defiant fight with duty
and God, and yet which is brought forward
to prove that Christianity is a failure and a

salvation with fear and trembling ; for it is
God that worketh in you to will and to do of

the promise of success,

large, has

imprudence,

y

the

it, -

But the good-bye to

Summer

is given by

or in appreciating it, or in applying it, is to
suffer fearful loss if not final failure. The
preaching that does not emphasize this
truth lacks a vital element

and

copy that of Christ or of Paul.

does

|

not

"Any theo-

ing

volvesa heresy that can only work fearful

it'not fatal Harm. One may stumble at_the

lightaibg” drove’ up. the. température. by

every oieof ‘itgMidshes. ~The thunder did
memt, and yet be: a, receptive disciple, a little except to multiply and condense the
growing Christian, and an effective worker calorie” The showers produced an effect
in the Lords vineyard.
But no ‘man or on the atmosphere that suggested its ‘satuwoman can practieally discard the responsi-| ration with boiling water, The force of
bility of ‘personally and heroically working gravity was utterly unable to pull the merout the salvation
‘of his or her

without Ion
ed professor of religion

own

atone-

soul,

d hearer, a dwarfin whose very veins

s godliness beginto stagnate,
the gurfentof
and abarren fig-tree which answers the call

d
for fruit with nake
branches
or worth-

less Jeaves,,is uot

oti kb (0

at least, because this

tis, in
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One should

be

fair as

well as

Baltimore bargain

in judgment

Mr. Greeley, and so the work of managing
the affair fell mostly into new

was g lack and a loss,
first.

frank ; not

due honor upon the golden rule. All this
the Star will seek to do. It may sometimes fail for lack of knowledge or lack of
care. It hopesto avoid the failure that

frankly

May God have him in his keeping, and send
him back speedily to make the end of his

public career even nobler’ than anything

announced in it.

of the. party are

clearly

the people, It protests against high protective (duties and oppressive taxation. It
demands economy. - It sets lahor above
liberty
capital, It insists upon the hi
and the least government consistent with a
tolerable order. And in all this, it is reviving the half-forgottei gogmas of the
party as they were when it went forth conAnd the ‘convenquering and to conquer.
tion reaflirmed them * with a unanimity and
a boisterous enthusiasm that made the build-

any real discomfort is suffered of expected. But the era of heated feeling has

ing tremble.

|
|
|
r

and

a long,

able,

vindicative

elaborate,

speech,

elo-

which

he

been able.

papers.

It is published

in full in the

It is’less severe and .bitter than

that delivered in the Senate in June; less
objectionable in some other respects than

his letters more recently

written.

It isa

reaflirmation of his newly-pssumed position,
a skillful defense of it, an attempt to make

It emphasizes state rights, it appear consistent” with his

It protests against centralizing power in
the federal government, It calls for a strict
construction of the constitution, It exalts

If

He leaves

quent

Tt was felt from the meant to deliver in Faneuil Hall, had he

But over 600 delegates gathered, rep-

The old doctrines

springs from’ intense and blinding partisan
zeal, or from the prejudice that can never
we

This

or skillful, or discreet. They framed and
adopted a platform that has the real democratic temper. It reminds one of other days.

connive at what is false and that he puts

just. now

hands.

resenting #large part of the states. They
were earnest men,—more earnest than calm,

that he does not

do real justice to a political opponent.

and make "a new pro-

quence, all dedicated to the welfare of his
country and mankind, ‘have stirred into
nobler life and filled with loftier impulses.

all the old and tried leaders had gone after which went before it. ~

as he is faithful in telling the
equal care

the

gramme.
\
:
* There was some reason for expecting to
make an impression,
It is true that nearly

ouly earnest but appreciative ; as generous
truth; taking

to repudiate

The real vim of the
out, however, in the last
"hey ave like the snapper
ing both the crack and the

convention came
two resolutions.
of a whip, carrysting. In them

past record,
anew fling at the President, a fresh panegyric upon Mr, Greeley, and, whether con-

sciously or unconsciously we ean not say,

a very decided exaltation of Charles Sum-

ner. - It shows that he feels keenly the criticism provoked by his recent course, and is
grievously hurt to find must of his old

friends in Mass, more astounded than convinced, and far readier to censure than follow him.—We do not stop to dissect or for-

mally eritlcise the production.

It is, in its

way, able, rhetorical, magnificént indeed,
as all his set speeches are. Some of its

points are well made; others will not bear
scrutiny. Instead of justifying his attack
upon Gen. Grant,

he

only repeats

it.

In-

stead of proving Mr. Greeley’s eminent

fit-

ness for the sphere and work of the Presidency, he only lauds him as though he
were a marvel of statesmanship and a paraare concentrated the scorn and the indignafew.
| tion felt over the action at Baltimore, bys gon of virtue,~using a strain of unmixed
Zion. We have missed its best gifts if we
Here is an anonymous note,—havingeno | Which, as they allege, the party was sold’ nil extravagant complinient that surprises
have not been prompted to make that burst
claim to notice, because the author hides | out to its foes,
Here are the emphatic and the reader and.takes the value out-of his
of thanksgiving our own.
characterizaikn. He quotes from his own
safely behind a breastwork of secrecy before biting words:
But we bid it a glad good-bye, neverthespeeches to prove his consistency, till one
firing his paper: bullet,—quoting Denison’s
Resolved,
That
we
proclaim
to
the
world
less, and weleome the Autumn joyfully.
story of Grant's intemperance,—which Sen- that principle is to be preferred to power; can not fail to be impressed with his in- The Summer has done its work, nobly, fulator Wilson publicly pronounces incorrect that the Democratic party is held together tense self-consciousness and egotism; and
ly, constantly, beneficently. Why should
the cohesion of time-honored principles he carries in his words the constant impliso far-asit relates to him,—and asking if by
which, they will never surrender in exwe detain it longer? or keep it back from
the Star is not working against temperance change for all the offices which Presidents cation that the republican party,~in which
other climes where it is eagerly awaited ?
can confer. The pangs of the minorities he has occupied a prominent place, and in or mourn its departure when it has fulfilled when it approves the re-election of Grant.—
are doubtless exoruciating, but we welcome
whose most! unwelcome legislation he has
Then
here
is
a
letter
which
indicates
that
the
its appointed functions? Why should we
‘writer is really afraid that the Stqsis turning an external minority under the banner in- ever had a leading part,—is hostile to the
grieve over an ended human life on earth,
scribed with our principles, rather than an
South,
averse to reconciliation, and the
when its great tasks are finished, its mis- its back upon the best part of its history, go- almighty and everlasting majority purchassworn foe to national unity.—In all this we
ing over to the advocacy of despotism,
ed
by
their
abandonment.
et:
sion here accomplished, and the
Great
slavery, and what not, because it admits to
Resolved, That having been betrayed at think Mr, Sumner errs, and to his own seTaskmaster is dropping his ‘Well done”
Baltimore into a false creed and a false rious. disadvantuge, On the whole, the
its columns an advertisement of the New
and sounding out his blessed ‘‘Come up
leadership by the convention,we repudiate speech does not seem to us likely to conYork Sun,—an ably conducted Liberal
both, and appeal to the people to approve
higher ?”’
Republican paper,—just as it admits an ad- our platform and to rally to. the polls and vince any of his political opponents, justify
The Autumn is welcome. What a revivvertisement of Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.— support the true platform and the candidates himself in their eyes, or add anything pering element is in its breath! How the
ie "ceptible to the prospect of defeating the
Then
there turns up a long letter from Tex- who embody it.
vitalized blood bounds! There is a new
So far, all went well. But the bad hitch man whom he curses or of electing the man
luster in the~eye, a ring in the voice, a as, praising the Star till the blood mounts up
came over the nominations. It was known whom he panegyrizes,
We believe he
ready vigor in the muscles, a spring in the into the editor’s face so as to produce somethat Mr. O'Conor of New York,—a man would have done a much wiser thing if he
thing
as
near
a
blush
as
the
peculiar
complexstep, a prompt energy in the brain. The
of real character, high standing, wide in- had never written . it, or if he had taken it
homes are homes again. The tourists have fon will allow. It pleads for four years more
fluence and eminent power,—strongly favor- with him and dropped it into the gulf
of
Grant
as
essential
to
safety
from
uncured
come back to shop, and office, and study,
:
ed the movement.
The feeling in favor of stream.
and school-room,and desk,and pulpit. The secessionists and Ku-Klux, and from the
putting
his
name
at
the
head
of
the
ticket
vacant seats in the sanctuary are filled. Jesuits who are seeking democratic aid to
was general, cordial, and enthusiastic. ——THE INDIAN PoLiCy. A pamphlet, conThe Sabbath-school classes meet and greet put Romanism into the ascendency among
a report by Hon. William Welsh,
It His friecds asserted that he would accept taining
the missed faces of the teachers. The gaps the negroes and over the country.
of Phila., of his visit of six weeks among
the
nomination.
It
was
known
that
he
had
wants
us
to
work
hard
for
the
triumph
of
in the prayer circles are filling again. The
sent a sealed letter to the convention, not the Sioux and Ponka Indians, inhabiting
evenings grow
longer and pleasanter. the republicans from now till November.—
to be opened till the organization was com- a tract of country bordering on the MisThere is more time and strength for earnest And now appears a document, lauding Sumplete. Then it was read. It was able and souri river, and sent out under the auspices
ner
and
Greeley
in
the
highest
terms,
rework, such as builds up the soul into goodof the Secretary of the Interior, now ly"ness and brings God’s grace home asa minding us that most of the F. Baptist Fa- decided, a little too philosophical and ab- ing before us, indicates that the Indian
struse
for
such
a
body,
but
wholly
in
symsaving power to needy hearts. It is a sea- thers were democrats, suggesting that we
pathy with its object and method.
But in policy adopted by the Government is workson in the natural world when labor is publish Sumner’s speech and letter, comit he declined a nomination in advance. ing With promise and profit. Mr. Welsh
securing the harvest, Shall there not be plaining that we quarrel most unfairly with
And yet, so strong was the wish to use his is evidently a man of intelligence, candor,
much of that sort of reaping which is sure Greeley and the movement which he reprename,
and so large the faith that he would good judgment, keen in his observations,
of spiritual wages and gathereth fruit unto sents, and piling up half a score of questions
consent, that he was enthusiastically nom- and having no personal or partisan ends to
hardly
one
of
which
could
be
fairly
or
adlife eternal ?
%
equately answered without involving an inated for the Presidency, with J. Q. Adams serve. His report is therefore one of speof Mass. for the Vice Presidency. A strong cial value. He is no theorist or sentimentextended discussion.—Next comes—
Two Kinds of Criticism.
But no matter now. These are speci- and respectable ticket, surely. And many alist. He looks at things in a very practitp
ir fe
cal way, and his suggestions show that he
The Star has had a good deal of praise mens. They are all meant to be courteous of the delegates, satisfied, hastened home.
Then came Mr. O’Conor’s positive refus- is quite as ready to point out defects and
and blame meted out to it, first and last, on and good-natured, and in the main they
account of its attitude in relation to public carry out the intention. Some of them are al to stand, followed by consternation, an- call for improvement as to commend what
questions. That is not strange. It has had meant to be sharp and shrewd;—we are ger, confusion, motions oat of order, an is meritorious and speuk of the gratification
pretty good company in this experience. obliged to say that the success in this direc- adjournment over night, a short,stormy and it affords him. The adoption. of humane
nearly fruitless meeting next day, and a methods of treatment, the refusal to make
It could not well have avoided it. Having tion is less complete and more doubtful.
final
adjournment which left things in a the Indian agencies a part of the official
positive opinions, it has uttéred them. But we shall certainly try to get profit out
Those who approve them are likely to find of them all. We do not esteem their au- muss generally. Whether Mr. O'Conor can patronage, and the assignment of work to
satisfaction in its words. Those who disap- thors any the less. We like frankness, and be induced to stand, or the demoralized the hands of philanthropic and religious
forces can and will be rallied around some
gen, are, according to this report, beginprove are likely to be dissatisfied. If it had welcome all honest criticism, even though
other leader, or whether the convention
ning to find justification in their results.
lacked positive opinions on these questions, its points may be exceptionable and it does
will pass into history as a failure and an Of course the Indians are still Indians; their
its thoughtful and earnest readers, who
not run clear of extremes. We shall keep
look to it for guidance in life, would prop- on trying to make a good paper, praying abortion, remains to be seen. The country love of whiskey is not destroyed; their reerly enough, have set it down asa poor that the largest and highest good may come is not likely to be very materially affected sentments are bitter and their actual outby either result. It was a gallant charge rages sometimes shocking enough; they
teacher.
If, having them, it had been too to our correspondents, and encouraging the
of a forlorn hope.
If the courage com- can be fired with ambition to take fresh,
discreet or too timid to let their existence election of the right man for President.
In
mands sympathy and and a sort of admira- scalps quite as easily as to become systeinand character be known, it would have no this good work we hope for the generous
atic farmers or incarnate the golden rule,
right to complain of being despised for lack aid of all our critics, to whatever school of tion, the failure will here awaken pity and
and be drawn into the war-path more readthere ridicule.
of earnestness and pluck.
politics they may have attached themily perhaps than along the nirrow way of
Of course it becomes liable to the charge selves.
Christian
meeknéss and self-denial.
We
of dealing with politics instead of religion
Current Topics.
-.
may expect fights, raids, treacheries, coldwhen it discusses national topies,—as
The Louisville Convention.
blooded murders and fiendish outrages at
though it could not touch politics without
i
——MR. SUMNER ABROAD. The political their hands. But these things lessen in
sacrificing its religion. But it became used
The Democratic bolters had a peculiar public,~and just now that means the genfrequency, and already the new methods
to that long ago. It finds no terror in that and somewhat unhappy time ‘at their coneral public,—was taken somewhat by sur- are showing that they are politic as well as
charge. It is stale and harmless. That vention in Louisville. They had found it
prise on Tuesday last, by the announce- Christian. Such testimony as this is gratepart of its record which exhibits it standing impossible to accept Mr. Greeley. It was
ment that Senator Sumner had sailed for ful,
up for great principles when political par- a bitterer thing than they were willing to
Europe, to be absent during the political
ties were ready to give {hem over to cruci- swallow, to aid in re-electing Grant. To
campaign, and perhaps for several months. ——ABUSING BHE ISRAELITES.
The Jews
fixion or aid in putting them into the tomb, sit quietly on the fence, or spend their poHis physicians and friends insisted that are still objects of suspicion and hatred in
is a part which it is not inclined to blot out; litical strength in sulking and scolding, did
such a withdrawal from public care and ex- many quarters, and there is often a preand it hopes to have the courage and not seem becoming. They felt that it would
citement was absolutely necessary to save sumption exhibited by their spoilers and,
straightforwardness to continue that work be a piece of shameful treachery to their
- him from a speedy, perilous and probably persecutors that is surprising.
An examso long as may be needful. If it wereto | ereed, to their party, and to the memory of
be silent over a great and vital question, their great leaders and great triumphs, if final break-down in health. His unfavor- ple has just appeared on a ship coming
New York.
Among its
simply because a political party had taken they consented to let the democratic organ- able symptoms, which were very bad dur- from Liverpoolto
ing the winter and then somewhat improy- 450 steerage passengers were 100 Jews.
it up, it wouldbe as false to its preeedents ization go to pieces, or become so trans- ed again, reappear,
and assuine a very seri- In the investigation made in New York, the
and pledges as it would be deserving of formed as to be mo ‘longer recognizable, ous and
threatening aspect, Nothing but testimony of the passengers goes to show
distrust and certain of confempt. ' Eschew- without an honest and earnest effort to save

ing all narrow and heated partisanship, it

would be ashamed of itself if it were to
stand steadily and: persistently aloof from

i CE
mg red or
the great political struggles which bear
Thy
firth Steamed ‘all
night.’ Whe) wi
vitally upon the welfareof men and the
was like ed
of “a
ake itil success of the gospel,
0

retic creed or practical scheme that drops
outor unduly subordinates this truth, in-

trinity, and get bewildered over the

with thankfulness, and mean good riddance
when the word was only good-bye ?
Of course it was all right. It was a gracious benefaction.” It was a most generous
gift of providence. « It brought a wondrous

to a party with which he does not affiliate.
Not that unfairness or extravagance is ever
allowable. Not that the editor may properly adopt an oracular tone, or put, satire in
the place of fair argument, or charge mean
-motives wherever he sees bad tendencies,
or flame with fierce denunciation to hide
his lack of plain and fitting testimony.

nia. 1t loaded the bushes with berries and come,
and a clear understanding at the outthe orchard with fruit. It covered the passetis very proper. And several letters
ture and the field with flowers. - -It brought
have lately come to" Wand that, while they
the greenness of May to the meadows alhave had an amusing element, have shown
most before the mower had left it, and
how sensitive a heated campaign makes
made the common pasture like a seeded
even cool and excellent Christian people.
field. It has put a wital meaning into the
They antagonize peculiarly, as they are set
last half of the sixty-fifth psalm, and added
over against each other. Let us rgfer to a
to the volume of praise that waits for God Hi

dence because his dwelling is a filthy hovel
instead of a tidy house, and clamors passionately for the wealth earned by the in-

Paul never forgot either God’s influence
or man’s responsibility, when busy with his
own duty or giving instruction to others.
He grants both a fitting recognition, and
sets them in their proper relations, when he
writes this passage,—*‘Work out your own

says, can not lessen the need that

forts, one could see it take its departure

its growth in the Southwest ‘and in Calitor-

so he hangs like a burden and draws like a
parasite upon his hard-working father.—
Here is a young lady on whose education
and dress great‘sums-have Been expended.
She is trying to do no high thing for herself.
She is more than willing to be dependent
upon and a charge to others. She is waiting for a husband to win her—a prétty easy
thing perchance—then to. marry, pet and
support her in luxury and ease and self-indulgence, make a real woman out of her,
and bring a success out of her life—a task
likely'to be too hard for any. ordinary mortal.—Here is a poor man, whose poverty is
the inevitable outcome of his laziness or

copy one year in advance, and also forward

—

Accusations against others leap to

the lips when we fail or suffer loss; holding
ourselves to the proper responsibility for
the lack is too rare a thing.—Here isya
healthy and fairly capable young man,
lounging about the street, doing nothing
useful. Ask him why, and he answers,
that no desirable and dignified sphere, where
the work is light and genteel, and the com-

choicest products of her pan, and which our

for his

discom-

convention at Louisville

confess our very
the last year’s drouth to kill the grass. It
strong preference for the political princicrowded the empty barns. It sent the exples and policy represented by Grant, we
travagant prices of hay tumbling ‘down to |
hope
to do no injustice to those which gathdecency and then to cheapness, It pushed
the corn up to a hight that made New Eng- er about the name of Greeley.
We say these things now, not because
landers more ready to siccept the storigs of

little rallying of the energies to do for our-

selves.

containing the

payment

heat and its personal

ows where Winter had leagued itself with

for something to be done for us, and far too

If preferred, we will sendsa copy of Mrs.

Star, who will make

of its fervid

tion of a worldly man who never roused
himself to work out his own salvation!
| fruitfulneéss. Little by little it stretched the
And the same thing shows itself in gener- verdure over the brown spots in the mead-

new subscribers with a year’s payment in
* adyance, $5,00,and 10 ets. additionalto pay
postage, &c., we will send a copy of the
large and elegant-steel engraying, 18 by 26
inches, eatitled ‘MERCY'S DREAM,” the subject of which is taken from Bunyan's Pilgrim’s Progress; or,
Ramsey's Poems, a volume

wish

active, and growing,and useful ! As if others and not himself were chargeable with
the proper culture and care of his soul !—

in it. But he is waiting for some flood-tide
of special and supernatural grace to catch
him up and float him off toward the heavenly port, while he lies inactive and heed- |
less. As if there ever was or ever could

Wishing to encourage the friends who
take an interest in the circulation of the

to

his church. If they had only done for him
what was needful, he would be alive,-and

the right way and confesses that he is not

Fresh Premiums.

exertion;

for cooler weather was an exhausting task ;
and to caleulate the length of time before
September would come and drive out this

Here is aman who Las been plied with
Christian influences for years, who knows

ad

a prostrating

to'the reader's creed, or lend their support

its integrity. If they could not win a victory through it this year, they hoped at
lease to secure a rallylig-point, kéep the
old flag flying, and preserve a real nucleus

around which the now demoralized forces
could gather when the panic _had spent its

seeking the hest medical aid, giving him«
self to the ‘enjoyment of ‘genial ‘society, of

thought of the rank ard

of mental change

As heated political campaign, dike that force, and. the’ soberer ‘and wiser second

into which we are passing, ds very likely to

induce special sensitiveness in moreor’ less
readers. 'Thoge readers represent both parties. They are honest and -earnest, They

thorough rest, he is assired, can enable
that they were cruelly maltreated, the hoathim to live and go on with his work in’ public life hereafter. Anil so Le' yields, and swain being charged with especial viadiowill become a resident®nd tourist of Great tiveness, The captaia of the vessel died of
congestion of the brain, two weeks out
Britain and on the continent,
of, Encope, from Liverpool, and the vessel came in

file of the party

should triumph ovér what they deem the
headlong impulse of to-day. They knew

natural scenery, of edsy travel, of art, and

and relaxation.

He will

keep as clear as possible from, everything

that tends to. stir:

up his. mind

with public

that their own dissatisfaction with the affairs, His visit simply means rest and
‘can hardly endure line that strikes against action taken at Baltimore was widely shar- ‘recreation, and everything élse will be 'subtheir position. =A criticism upon their can- ed, and they hoped, by raising the old ral- ordinated to this end. Tle kept ‘his intend
cury down from the top of the thermometer didates gtirs them not a little. ''A’ J
dying-cry, to induce great numbers to de- ed tour a secret, so that he might
escape.
tube. The: shade was not much nearer from their platform sometimes hurtsgfite
a sert the Cincinnati and Baltimore nominees visits, condolences, leave-takings, and pos-'
comfort than the sun. Tn-doors or out-: blow. An expressed. hope of -sticcess, Tr a ‘and support a true democratic” ticket and sible political companionship on the. steamdoops,it was pretty much the:same, Lying, prophecy of defeat seems almost like the platform. They saw nothing but failure er, which he was bent on avoiding. Even
sittingor $tanding; there was no” esca
infliction of ‘a personal ‘wrong, and id re awaiting them in their following of Mr. his state-room was taken in unother nathe.
from the haar One could not breathe sented. ‘They ‘do not often object to having Greeley, If they must take the | discomfort. Only a handful of special friends we¥e in
without
perspiration. . The slight. their side i athized with, their principles of another defeat; they preferred to have at the secret. These accompanie him to the
d
otexortion threatened to dissolve i
endorsed, t heir policy commended, or their least
the slight relief springing from the steamer, talkgd of pleasant. things, and
and ph
soften the: bones.
. At the endof a din- candidates panegyrized. «That seems legit thought that they had made a square ‘and helped him forget ‘the ‘discomfort of
n er,”
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ny had faces that flushed imate enough. There are 10 olijectionable gallant fight, held fast to their colors, retir- | forced exile.
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iii ‘the case then. ' The evil of dis: ed in good order, and were in condition to and deserves, the sympathy of a multitude
as the workman's just from the ‘hay-field.: cussing political questions in a religious. plan another. campaign, or, gob favorable of hearty,
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A bath soniehow ‘seemed to have lost half paperis generally asserted when: the dis. | terms\if, they «hould choose to negotiate abilities,
noble
service and magnificent elo;
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of the first mate,
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stated tBat he knew the sailors were having

a little fan

among themselves

with the

Jews, but had no idea that anything serious

had happened.

"The Jews

state that they

were not allowed to cook food until after
the.other passengers had finished, and were
robbed of their clothing and
One of their number,

mattresses.”

it is. charged,

was

adfually Jowered over the ship's side and
tormented in other ways. All this is utterly indefensible
ahd brutal, and the offenders should meet prompt discipline.
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‘We trust our corporations are not

people.
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for power and profits.
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Paul (that he
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for
bread
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not
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with labor night and day, preaching the word,
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and has thereby peculiar
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on, Me.
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gation was small. The religious interest increased throughout. The devotional exercises

ganizing a State Ministers’ Conference, the object of which may be to systematize our work, to
discuss doctrinal points, and lay plans for a more
general dissemination of gospel truth in this new
Iam fully convinced that we have a
country.
great deal of talent that is going to waste, and
that the forces we have here are not doing oneLet us come
tenth what we might accomplish.
together once more, and, asking w isdom from
above, endeavor to devise some plan by which
we may be more eflicient Jaberers for Christ.
We have not the spirit. of co-operation that we
should have. Some who might do much good
are entirely silent. They are deferring to a future
Our efficiency
time what should be done now.
in this great work depends upon our devotion to
Christ, and a disposition to go to work to-day in
his vineyard. The circumstances may not have
as much to-do with our neglect in this field as we
Did we know more of Christ, had
may imagine.
we more faith, or could we be brought into such
intimate relations with God as he was ‘Who said :
“ For Zion’s sake I will not hold my peace,” nothing but sickness or death would prevent our being felt or known as workers for Christ. ‘ Let
us hold fast the profession of our faith without
wavering, for he is faithful that promised.”
We have known ministers that accomplished a
great deal for Christ, who were not at liberty to
give their energies entirely to the work. Such
have had their time partially occupied at their
work-shop, on the farm, or in the school room.
True; it is desirable that we have a chance .to
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There is no one of
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times per month; and we believe that all will,
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If within the next year
part in this great werk,
we could contribute to promote our Zion so far as
for each to organize one church, this would add
much to the interest of our work, and more than
double the present interest. At our next Q. M.,
to be held at Palmyra, commencing Nov. 15, at 2
o'clock, P. M., the ministers that we have named,
and all others in good standing in our denomination, are especially invited to be present, that we
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At present, we know of but eight Freewill
Baptist ministers in the State. These are Revs.
A. Curtis and K. R. Davis of Salem; R. D, Pres-
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Barrows,Nannie1, J. M. 4, Abbott,
0,Ada L. Goodwin,
Charlie
ton, arrows,

decided to take charge of the.chiirch at West Lebanon, Me., and do what I can for Zion and the
advancement of the Redeemer’s cause.. I have
already entered upon my labors there.
W. T. SMITH.
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The sentiment urged was, that the

text,
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wrought?”

aside from what he might chance to getin his
mission. But within a very few months, or years
at the most, a live and faithful worker may be in-
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geo. all;
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Clark

nomination that had its rise here, selecting for | ive 4. Johnson, Mes. F. Li Jones, Mrs. B.

will Baptist that may find it practicable to go to
those places and put forth the proper exertions.
1 believe that a man with a family and a little
capital can usually make a living here as easily
But for a minister to live. here, it
as anywhere,
would be necessary for him to have some income

——MARK TWAIN'S STANDING ABROAD.
Most people think of Mark Twain simply them to their churches, while a more vigoras a keen, caricaturing, bantering, fanciful ous organizatign, having larger memberhumorist. They look upon his ‘Innocents ship and ampl®
means, would be likely to
Abroad” very much as they do upon Gul- infuse the needed vitality.
;
liver's Travels. But no one who has jourThis Yearly Meeting maintains regular
neyed in Europe and in the East’ can fail to and very pleasant correspondence with the
be struck with the vividness and reality of Free Communion Baptists of Nova Scotia.his pictures of life and experience there. The formal union of the two bodies would
Despite the fun and the hyperbole, he often,
be a very natural thing, and its results ap:
and indeed generally, paints real portraits
parently profitable to all concerned. True,
and deals with genuine facts. How he is the union of heart and effort is the vital
estimated abroad is stated by a corresponthing, but where these exist, why should
dent of the Hartford Courant, who writes they not find fit outward expression ?
from Athens as follows:
BowDpOIN.
4
As I stood on the buttress of the wall,
Lewiston, Me.
looking down upon the city and the vineyards extending to the sea, I could but re\
Cairo Mission.
call Mr. Twain's account of his visit to the
Acropolis. If you have not read it,you will
We have now five Quarterly meetings in
thank me more for calling your attention
to it rather than prating fn my poor way. Southern Ill. Y. M. The last one was
Popular as are Mark Twain’s books at home,
organized in Birmingham, Ky., aed is
I -believe they are still more so abroad.
called Eddyville Q. M. I attended the
Published in two volumes in London at one Cairo Q. M., held at New Madrid, Mo., 75
shilling each, I meet them everywhere and
Lord was with us.
at all times, If I see a party on board an miles from Cairo. The
colored brothyoung
the
Jones,
H.
G.
Bro.
India-bound steamer laughing heartily, I
Hillsdale College, was
am sure it is over some oft-repeated jest of er that attended
Mark Twain's. If I hear notes of subdued present. He has been to Arkansas, and
laughter from hotel bedroom or steamer says the people are anxious. to become
cabin, some happy fellow is enjoying the
called
At every railway F. W. B's. There are large churches,
Innocent’s Progress.
open
practice
they
Baptist;
Mission
Free
station, at every bookstall from London to
the Pyramids, from the Pyramids to Pekin, communion, and their doctrines are much
these two yellow volumes are in the great- like ours. They are imperfectly organized,
est quest.
On every Nile diahabyeh there
Bro. Logan has
in their habits.
was at 12ast one copy last winter. No tent and loose
fields are all
‘the
says
and
south,
been
outfit for Palestine was complete without a
copy of Murray and Mark
Twain. Here at white.”
this hotel, Byzanci of Constantinople, I am
The Mound city Q. M. was held with the
_ no sooner housed than on my room table I Salem church.
The churches were all repespy a copy of the Innocents, whosé welland delegation. One
letter
by
worn condition contrasts oddly with the resented
Several were
Q. M.
the
with
tinited
church
well-conditioned Scriptures furnished
in
converted during the meetings. Bro. A.
hotels at home,
Rice was appointed missionaryto Ark.,
with Bro’s Jones and Logan; but they
have no money to pay their traveling expenses. A brother has been to Tenn., and
reports several large churches anxious to
Maine Central Correspondence.
unite with our mission. I rejoice at the
The workof another year has fairly com- cheering prospect, but am sad at our povmenced in Bates College with flattering pros- erty. It does seem to me that if the F. W.
pects. The Freshman class already has B's were true to-their prayers and profesupon its roll the names of thirty-seven memsion, they would enter this whitened field.
bers, and the other classes swell the total
The Carbondale Q. M. was held at
number to ninety-five in the Literary de- Pinkneyville, Tl. The colored people are
partment of thg College. Twenty more are
not as numerous as further south; there
in the Theologicil department, making in is much less prejudice again st them here.
all 115,—a remarkable record for a College
There were nearly as many whites at the
now only in its tenth year. Prof. G.C. meeting as colored. Three churches were
Chase, Professor of Rhetoric and English
is
received into the Q. M. The mission
Literature, is a valuable addition to the Fac exerting a good influence, and is advanculty of the College. Prof. J. A. Howe has ing in strength, But it is ‘difficult t6 carry
already won the confidence and esteem of it forward without money, I am somestudents in the Theological department by times nearly discouraged with the seeming
his scholarship, manly bearing and Chris- indifference of our ministers ‘and churches
tian spirit. Prof. Rich with the Hebrew in the North. Have they entirely forgotten
class exemplifies enthusiasm and nice dis- this mission? Has the denomination en«crimination. His attainments in Hebrew tively given up the idea of church extenliterature and language are of a high or- sion’? One might ‘almost suppose so by
der. He follows teaching for the love of it. thé receipts of the Home Mission.
Possessed of a competency, he has had and
J. 8S. MANNING.
bi
Pr
used ample leisure for perfecting himself in
his favorite study/during a humber of years.
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that once the voice of Randall reverberated
Mxs, E,
its walls, comforting saints, warning sinners and 2% hoiony 4 i on ay ap 3 450

‘might go on and mention a score of similar at
tractions for our people in this State,~Lincoln,
Omaha, Beatrice, Ashland, Sterling, Sutton, and
numerous other points furnish favorable induce-

equal division of strength among the several
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town, it has been reduced to a one story building,

benefits of a proposition made by the proprietor
of the town to any denomination that shall first
organize a church,—one town lot and one hun-

ings shall be formed into one State Conven-,
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the banks of the Nemaha river, and has the advantages of a good water power, stone, &c. If
we could begin there mow, we would take the

tion or Conference, and
to our work in the State
work, devising liberal things, putting an by three organizations,
increased efficiency into their undertakings, | It also is a question
and keeping their eyes wide open and their vision might not be made, by which Quarhands ready for such new tasks as Provi- terly Meetings nearly extinct should not be
dence may set them. Their increase during found side by side with those that are vastly
- the year, though not great, is real. They larger and fill of prosperity. Cannot our
pore than 20,000. Many of work be better furthered by baving a more
number a li

ries of lectures on History, some time

communion

erable Randall, and for some time was: the only

in the midst of one of the best agricultural dis-
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house of worship owned by Freewill Baptists; Buntel
since it went into the hands of the citizens of they Mrs. Shm’l Waben, Mrs. C. B. Crosman, Cal’

are. doing very little com-

ably do but little towards supporting a minister.
We think {hat an earnest worker could. go in

lies before us. It shows that our English
brethren are earnestly
and systematically at

to them

was

Central

building was onc the meeting houss of the Ven-| guns Richardson Ir, bal of note, re

forth the proper exertions. ‘We find in the State

‘mended the churches to make ita rule to

&e., &e., making up a complete Year-Book,

11 feel related
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house, three miles from the meeting house.

pared with what we might do, should we, put

of the work in the State, such as has been
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Churches are languish- churches in our Q. M.
extinct because of the .. The work has. moved slowly on, and we think
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at once, to“draft a constitution, which
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Broadway, New york.

Dover, X. H., Sept. 2, 187.

Burglss, : The ntetedit ‘of Education and was organized, composed of two churches, one
Horatio; Chamberlain,is in a prosper:
of Missions at home and abroad received at Salem, in Richardson Co., the other at Palmyra, ofous brother
state, and proiulses to be of much benefit to
Mission
Maine
The
n.
attentio
their usual
| deventy-five miles north. "Since the organization our demominational intérest there.
"
ary Society held its annual meeting on Wed- | of the Q. M., the Bennett church, recently organYesterday, at § o'clock,1 lectured at the town

course of the Chairman and the forcible and
timely Association letter prepared by Rev.
(.

me

church became more systematized and egusoli-|

this Society, could have revealed orgamized, and where a good work éouldbe done,
an equal amount of brain, or sends ‘out so ‘made byconditio
n, the alarming ‘destitution, had we the means, + At Table Rock, onthe Atchreal
itd
many books that live by the simpld force of the deep necessities of the field. The Yearly ison and Nebraska railroad, we find in the vicinity a few Freewill Baptists who are; anxious the
the thought they carry and the culture = they
Meeting voted a hearty approval of the, work shouldbe commenced. Our friends there
imply.
4
rk and aims of the Society, and recom: ‘iave big hearts but small purses, and could prob——GEN. Bapr. Asso, A pamphlet, cone:
taining a full report of the proceedings of
the annual meeting of this body of English
Christians, together with the excellent dis-
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ordinary questions and considerations respecting

to-day a pleasant and well attended session
with the church in Augusta,—O. B. Cheney,
:

Mission

We are now pre

hundred years old, this branch of Zion still lives

vis were invited to act as council, who, after the

in Brunswick Village.
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The Maine Central Yearly Meeting closed
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parsonage. Bro. H. P. Lamprey, formerly
of N. H., has begun labor with the church
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season to labor with the church at New Durham, | free to all who wish to use them. Two kinds

On the 2d day of July, 1870, a meeting, composed of delegates from the Salem and Palmyra
churches, conyened at Salew, Neb., for the purpose of organizing a» ¥. Baptist Quarterly Meet-
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And waited her behest,
¢ And, God,* she asked, * thou Glorious,

Oh, give my darling fame,—
-

¢ And may there be some spirit near,

My fervent wish to bear.”
. But the doubtful Angels silent stood,
Nor moved to waft her prayer,

He continued to pace to and fro for nearly
half an hour,
and listened.

ES

“ And, God,” she prayed, “thou Infinite,
Oh, give my darling power,—
The
of soul that sways a host
As the fierce wind sways a shower,

rung.

In a little while a man

room.
‘‘ Pardon

¢ And may there be some spirit near
My souls high wish to bear.”

when hé stopped suddenly
The street door belly had

this intrusion,

“ And, God, who art All-Beflutitul,
Ob, make my darling fair,

said,

Greer,

Mr. Mason bowed, and said—
‘ I know your house very well ; and now
remember to have met you more than once
in business transactions.”
‘““ Yes. You have bought one or two
bills of goods from us,” replied the - visitor.
Then after a moment's pause he said, in a
changed voice—
:

That he may still from life draw Love,
Life’s sweetest essence rare;
¢ S30 every heart shall be a harp,

Beneath his touch to sound.”
But the shuddering Angels silent stood,
And drooped their wings around,

“ But if,” she prayed, ** thou Mereiful,

,

He may not grasp at fame,

Oh, grant him strength to face serene

Mr, Mason, I learned to-night, from a

source which leaves me no room to doubt
the truth of the statement, that your affairs
have become seriously-embarrassed—that
you are, in fact, on the very eve of bankruptey. Tell me, frankly, whether this is
indeed so. I ask from no idle curiosity,

A cold world’s cruel blame ;
‘ And if he shrink from earthly power,

, Nor aim to sway the time,
Gird thou his soulto cope with sin, - ,
A conqueror sublime j= +
Soba

nor from aconcealed

¢ And if he sometimes fail to strike
Each heart to Love’s sweet tone,
Oh, may he tune to seraph hight
The music of his own.

and

sinister

motive,

but to the end that I may prevent the
threatened disaster, if it is in my power to
do so.”
Mr. Mason was dumb with surprise at so

“ Now may there be some spirit near,
My humble wish to bear.”
The Angels rose, on rushing wings,
In haste to waft her prayer.

unexpected

a declaration.

He made

two

or three efforts to speak, but his lips uttered
no sound.

The Three Bells.
3
——
Beneath the low-hung night-eloud,
That raked her splintering mast,
The good ship settled slowly,

The cruel leak gained fast.
Over the awful ocean
Her signal guns pealed out.

Dear God! was that thy answer
From the horror round about?

A voice came down the wild wind,
‘“ Ho! ship ahoy!” its cry;
Our stout Three bells of Glasgow
Shall stand till daylight by 1?
Hour after hour crept slowly,

Yet on the heaving swells
Tossed up and down the ship-lights,

The lights of the Three Bells!

,

The Three Bells nearer ran;

urged

the

two thousand more, which was

And the captain from her taffrail
Sent down his hopeful cry:

same as money.
While the cheque

heart! Hold on!” he shouted,

“ The Three Bells shall stand by !”
I

and

almost

the

”
before

note lay

offered

had

him upon the desk, and ere he

And when the dreary watches
Of storm and darkness passed,

Just as the wreck lurched under,
All souls were saved at last.

is my first opportunity,

Sail on, Three Bells, forever,
In grateful memory sail!
Ring on, Three Bells of rescue,
Above the wave and gale!

and

I embrace

it

eagerly.”
+“ Did you a service?
“Iwasa

night and tempest,
Master’s cry;
through the darkness,
of God draw nigh!

poor

boy,

and

the

of

man

a

you

man.

wealth. One hot day I was sent a long
distance with a heavy basket. While toiling up a hiil, with the hot sun upon me,

Atlantic Monthly.

and almost overcome with heat and fatigue,

you came along, and not only spoke. to me
kindly,

Che Family Circle.

felt.

carried

" Alad was toiling up a hill, near the city,
He

had been
home with some-goods to a
customer who lived a short distance in the

But

none

came.

afterward,

Often,

entertained for others; and

Mr. Mason was astonished at so strange

The Yoy was aboui half way up the hill
with his basket, when a gentleman overtook

paces, when he stopped, and turning round
to the lad, looked at him for a moment

or

Come, let me help you.”

his

fine

feelings.

fa,”
care-

tionlessin an old arm-chiair, with his eygs

fixed intently upon the glowing grate.

a weak

boy, just

earried

the

nest

away,

birds and all, and actually threw stones at
the old sparrow, too. Of course the little
chicks died, just as the mother bird said.
Now Tom declares that he didn’t mean
any harm; he only wanted to tame the
young sparrows. Dick says he couldn't tell
what the old thing was chattering about,
and Harry guesses they are not the only

boys that plague birds.

No, Harry, you are not; for every day
after school, little Ben Topstone goes by
with his gum elastic sling, shooting pebbles
and gravel stones in every direction; and
woe be to the bird that comes within range

of his catapult.

Only yesterday he pelted

away for half an hour at the blue birds in
the grove, till at last one poor bird fluttered down with a broken wing.
Yet we can not so much wonder at Ben,
for his big brother John, now almost a man
grown, goes out with his gun and kills bobo-links and swallows, and even wrens; and
once he actnally shot a humming bird, just
for

practice,

he said.

Ah, John!

that is a

burden for you,

The bread cast upon the

waters

had returned to him after many ‘days, and

he gathered it with ‘wonder and thankful-

ness, The merchant was saved from ruin.
A kind act is never lost, even though

He done» to a child,—T. 8, Arthur,

in:a state

We go through lite like & man with a dark

oe fo oF 8 ud nt ome

boy—no matter
who is meant—u

for Bs
certain"

boy was seen, the other day, dragginga
poor little Kitten through the street by a

string tied around her neck. What do you
think of that? And he dragged it till it

was dead. What do you think of that?
Beasts of burden are apt to have a prejudice against boys, and it is not hard to
guess why. If there is one thing a boy
likes to do, it is to use a whip; and he is
seldom able to find an animal that completely agrees with his notions on the subject.
There are few oxen, or horses, or even donGive

hurts.

whipped—because it

yourself a

blows

smart

few

living creatures

about

us,

and

he

loves

are, and how many birds

are in them, and

when they are hungry or cold, and when
they are stolen away. He knows when .the

horse is tired, and when his skin

smarts’ under the whip. There is not a
dog so poor, ora kitten so wretched that
God does not care what becomes of it.” No,
there is not a fish

in the sea, or a fly in the

does mot

love.

For

anywhere

his, sake,

that he

then,

dear

ertel —National Gazette.

either, it is relieved by wayy black stripes,
and gorgeously trimmed with three bands
of gold color down the bask. Then he has
a most dainty vest of gray,

green

panta-

loons (very tight,) and a pair of gold epeetacles.

He is a very dignified

his gold *“ specs” make
3840 OW

person, and

him look as wise
a

pose if you should see him

sitting there on

about

her a

has

been

Jennie
but

never

seems

light,

4sa

sin

Most

girls of her

would

wv

stone.
It is upon the hill-side, lookin
down upon Cherry creek, and a hundre
feet or more above the level of the valley of
that stream. The soil is similarto that of

laden with fruit, cluster above the wooded
bf the ridge
and along its crest ark shrubby young pines:
in the city.
and a few large
At the foot of the
Jennie jumps out of bed with the rest of hill, three hundredtrees.
Jude to the westward,
the children, and seems to be busy, but
ses the old stage
m Den
be ready to a minute,or father would miss

time

an

aquarium,

put

them

in that,

or in a

globe

with

dish.

Then keep watch of them, and you'll

gold fish, or even in a common

see all these wonders.

8

Fe. The truveler, lookin a iy
ledge or mass of rough looking rocks
ten or twelve feet above the surface

ground and about forty feet in length.
fires have been built
it » and
is just so with Jeunie's dressing, The ‘campers havé doubtless sou
t shelter from:
baby is dressed, and her sweet curls all storm or sun znder its projecting
front,
little
brushed, and ready for
a ride down stairs shado dreaming;.‘that they reclined. in the
w of a palm tree. doc pupils of a
on papa's shoulder, while Jennie sits with

to seeif the ox-teams Were in motion, It Camp

school-house near by played
I need not tell you anything about the
ahout it many
ter for curious
voice of this little neighbor in green, for I one stocking on,.and the other hanging aday. Last winter a
mens
stumbled
it and
guessed its
am sure you've often heard it, in the twi- over her foot, watching the nurse braiding

light,

when

everything

else is still.

must be admitted it is rather a harsh

and in old times,

when

It

voice,

the finest palaces

were surrounded with frog-ponds,

servants

boys

next

door

with

hammer

have
and

beem

nails,

for

working

at,

an

or

hour

more. The bell for prayers starts her, and
when all the children are sitting in a group
with their parents engaged in worship,

eater, devouring a host of insects,
and such things.
And so anxious

is he to have them perfectly fresh, that he
catches them alive and eats them at once.

apd purse is impatient to open the windgws and air the nursery, she is beginning
But in the fall he becomes melancholy, and
to tug at her tangled hair. Finally, nurse
leaves off his food. And when the weather
gets too cool for his light coat, he has no has to help ber, to get rid of her, and does
not feel pleasant at all about * waiting
fur or feather overcoat, you know,
he buries:
himself snugly in the mud at the bottom of
his

native

winter.

pond,

and goes to sleep for the

A pretty good nap I should

He is often frozen,
that.

The

think.

but he don’t care for

first warm

weather

of spring

brings him out, lively and bright as ever.
This

little fellow

is the

That means he is eatable;

Is to eat, too.

You

* edible” frog.
and very nice he

would never laugh at

any one else after you had once eateq the
delicate whité meat that grows under his
green skin. It tastes like tender young

true character. Specimens were
tto
Denver and pronounced by the best author-

ities petrified

on

such a big

girl.”

She

to brush her teeth, when

is called

half way

back

down

stairs, and sometimes forgets to say her
prayers. Ifshe was not a model of good
nature, she would. get out of patience with
herself!
At night the same trouble is repeated.
The nurse says, *‘It takes more worry to
get Jennie to bed than all the rest, put together,”
“It would make everything in the house

palm wood.

But the mass

was reported so large that the story seemed
incredible.
A careful examination reveals the follow-

know it, is standing by a window in her
skirts, with her button-hook in hand,
watching a new rabbit-house that the busy ing

were kept stirring the water by the hour,
to prevent the poor little fellows from singing.
i
During the summer, my little neighbor is
a great
worms,

sister May's hair,
When she hears, ** Do hurry up, Jennie I"
she takes a fresh start, and before you

facts:

The

monster

tree

-e vidently

w where it lies, and there has been very
ittle change in the surface of the ground at

that point since its fall. Its fall was toward

the north and across a narrow tongue or
spur of the hill, near the crest, on the south

side of which it stood.

The unevenness

of

the ground caused the part of the trunk
now visible to break in two pieces. The

first, or butt seetion, is thirty-nine feet long;
and it has apparently rolled about half over,

down the hill. In the heart was eithera
hollow or a mass of decayed wood, from

four to six feet in diameter.

The

upper

side of the log has been broken un by
action of the elements and the frost,
stroying

the
de-

between one-third and one-half its

circumference, and the fragments lie secattered about in huge blocks. The more than
half that remains intact is a huge trough ;
the surface of the earth is even with its brim
on the up-hill side and ten feet below i on
the down-hill side. As before stated, this
section is
thirty-nine feet long, As near as
can be determined, without excavating

the

adjacent earth, the diameterof the tree at
the base is twenty-two feet. Midway of its

move more smoothly, if she would learn length, or twenty feet from its base, it is
to
be prompt and active in her dressing. filteen feet,
chicken, and Tam sure I don’t see why a
The second section is twenty-one
frog isn't as pleasant to eat as a horrid- She could help me; instead of hindering,” long, and evidently lies where it feet
fell.
said
her
mamma,
in
a
weary
tone,
Striking square across the crest of the ridge,
looking lobster.
‘*
She's
dreadful
trying,
ma'am.
I
could
the
immense
weight almost buried if in the
The Edible Frog has a eousin—the Green
live with you all my life if it was not for earth. Its outlines are hard to determine
Tree frog.
This: dainty little fellow is
without digging, but at mid-length, or fifty
quite small, and lives on trees. His coat is Jennie's tedious, dawdling ways. 1 get feet from
the stamp, it is certainly nine
most
discouraged
in
the
short
winter
morngreen too, hut it is of a lighter color. If he
feet in diameter.
The two sections, as deings.”
scribed, are just sixty feet in length. Above
is not so dignified as his cousin, he is much
“I wish I could make her understand Sih point the body of the tree fell into a
more graceful.
Ich, which has since been nearly filled up
that it is her duty as a Christian child to
Under his toes he has tiny suckers which
y the wash from the hills above. Digging
change in this respect.”
enable him tgholdson to the tree, no mat“Oh, ma'am,
nothing but the house would doubtless reveal much more of the
trunk.
;
ter how smooth it may be, and even ou to
catching afire will ever make her turn
And all this immense mass of wood has
the under side of a leaf.
To match his over a new leaf.”
turned into stone, hard and flinty as porphylighter coat, his vest is white, and he too
Mamma has more faith than nurse in ry. Some of it looks like agate, finely
spends his winters in a snug mud bed at
Jennie’s desire to" please her Saviour, and veined and delicately tinted ; others with
the bottom of a pond.
opaline luster; some as white as the driven
hopes her patience and love will yet be snow, or with the
polished surface of chalThere is anothér little ‘¢batrachian”
which Jooks like the frog, and that is the rewarded by seeing her a prompt, neatly cedony. Portions of the trunk must have
dressed elder sister, setting an example been rotten, for its stony remains are honeytoad.
But he is not half as interesting.
to the little ones, and helping her mamma combed and the cavities filled with delicate
In fact, he is a very unpleasant:looking
crystals that sparkle in the sunlizht like real
where she now grieves and hinders.
creature. And he is only a distant cousin,
diamonds,
Breaking into the knots with
I wonder if there are any
dawdllng Jen- heavy blows of a
after all.—Christian Union.
sledge hammer reveals
nies” among the readers of this paper. miniature caves and grottoes glittering with
‘| If so, I wish what T have written might stalactites and stalagmites of real crystal, *
set them to thinking.— Boston Christian Specimens of the bark can be clipped "off,
‘What Willie's Puppy Did.
looking as natural, doubtless, as when its
Banner.
el Oe
own green leaves waved in the Lreeze and
Two or three little boys, almost babies,
Darwin's inchoate. man gambled among
their giant stems.
were standing near a man who was whip7
Lending a Pair of Legs.
It is useless to speculate upon the time:
ping his horse to make him draw a very
| when this giant of the forest flourished ; of
heavy load of coal. One of them ealled |’ Sometimes: we ask people to ‘lend
a the hundreds of thousands of vears during
out, in his helpless indignation, “Stop that, hand,” and sometimes we hear them say which a torrid sun daily kissed
its shining
Mister ! You shan’ whip that nice old ‘“lend us your eyes.”
Here is a story about leaves;of its fall and long immersion in
horsey any more !”
a boy who lent a pair of legs just to ac- the silicious bath .that changed its every
fiber to flint.
It is history in stone, telling
Jug still the smutty fellow laid on the commodate.
.
of changes in the condition and
climate of
whip.
Another of the children exclaimed :
Some boys were playing at base ball in this part
of the world that may well make one
“You better stop that, or I'll whip you a pretty shady street. Among their num- shiver if he expects to stop here fifty or a hunreal hard with my horsewhip when I'm a ber was a lame little fellow, se¢mingly dred thousand years longer.
Meantime, it
man! Stop! else I'll tell
my father of about twelve years old—a pale, sickly-look- can supply material for the walls of a courthouse, window=si
you!”
ing child, supported on two crutches, and ver, or center lls and eaps for all of Dentable-tops
for the Western
_ The man laughed till he looked up and, evidently found much
difficulty in walking, States. Tt is the very .biggest thine—in

sitting down by a
stone wall, crying bitterly, and rubbing his

eyes with his white blouse. He stopped
his eruel work and called out: “What are
you crying

for?

This

isn’t

- your

horse, little fellow.”
“I'm crying

‘cause,

father's

’cause I dont

that nice old horsey hurted. Please
hurt him any more, and I'll help“you

want

don’t
push

the cart, and Sam and Joe will push, too!”
The man laughed out very loud, and

said: “Why, you could draw the coal yourselt! But why don't ‘you like to see the
horse whipped ?”
* Cause, 'cause,” sobbed

out

little

Wil-

lie, “cause, I've got a puppy at home,”
Now

there

seemed

no

thought, in this reply of the

sense, at first

dear, tender-

hearted child; but there was a great deal of

What Willie meant was

a puppy

that I love,

could not have him whipped

and I

nor hurt in

any way. And because I-love my puppy
and am tender of him, [ love every other
living thing.”
Wiliie’s puppy had taught him to be

merciful to every dumb creature, and so

had done a go6d work on his little heart.

The child who is tender of dog, cat, or
bird, will never grow up to beat horses.
Let children have pets to love and care
for.
Vii

~It is easy, no doubt,

to journey

in the broad sunshine: and on

aloue

the beaten

sity of darkness

the traveler

seeks

some

stone

even with such assistance.

The lame boy wished to join the
for he did not seem

to

see

how

LEN

and among trees it takes

game;

much

the palm.

fe J

his

Tours.
infirmity would be in his own way, and
——
how much it would hinder the progress of
They have a delightful custom in the
such an active sport as base ball.
Swiss schools for boys, which might be
His companions, good naturedly enough, adopted with
great advantage to
contried to persuade Lim to stand one side and cerned in this country, During the allweeks
let another take his place; none of them of the summer vacation it is'the habit of the
hinted that he would be in the way, but teachers to make with their pupils what are
they all objected for fear he would hurt called voyages en zigzag; that ‘is, pedestrian tours among the sublime mountains
himself,
and charming’ valleys of that ‘‘land of
“Why, Jimmy,” said one at last, ‘you beauty and
ndeur.” Squads of little
fellows in their blouses, with their tough
can’t run, you know.”
“Oh, hush!” said another—the tallest boots drawn on, and knapsacks on their
Pedestrian

boy in the party—*‘Never mind, I'll run for backs, may be met, during the season, on
all the highways, and sometimes in the rehim, and

you can count it for him,” and he
took his place by Jimmy's side prepared to
act. If you were.like him,” he said aside
to the other boys, ‘fyou’ wouldn't want to
be told of it all the time.”

motest passes of

the Alps, as chirrupy as

the birds on' the boughs, and as light and
bounding’ as the chamois that leap from
crag to crag. They are | perfect picturesof

heath and

happiness, and

the treasures of

fine sights that they kay up in their memoHow many times loving hearts will finda les, uring these
perambulations, it would
wayto lend their powers and members to the
difficult to describe. - We know of more
aged, the poor, the sick, and the weak. than one urchin who has thus scaled the
They can thus say with Job, “I was eyes to summits of the Faulhorn, looked down from
the precipices .of the Brevent, walked over
the blind, and feet was I to the lame.” And [the es oceans of
the glaciers, and gazed
if they lend, hoping for nothing, the Lord in rapture upon the sunsets on the Jungfrau
will reward their faithfulness with his bless. ‘of Mount Blane. Their ‘tramps aré made

without danger and without much expense,
and the life is one of incessant enjoyment
and rapture, But why could not the same
Chastise your pagsions, that they may not thing
be done
here, where we have the
chastise you. No one who is'a lover of Catskills, the ‘Adirondacks, and the White
money, a lover of pleasure, or a lover of Mountains, the exquisite lakes of the North,
glory is ‘likewise a lover of mankind. the River St. Lawrence with its rapids,
Niagara and the lovely scenery of Western

ing.—Liltle Christian,

Riches are-mot among thé number of things | V irginia, Ww ioh, we are told, is scarcely

It is not poverty that causes surpassed on the Continent? Over the long
the railroad will bridge
sorrow, but, covetous desires. Deliver your- intervening stretches
self from appetite, and you will be free. the distance, while the inngare not expensive,and the country fare wholesome and nuthat are good.

Z

$

Twenty-one
miles southeast of Denver
lie the remains of a palm tree
preserved in

the train that carries him to his business rocks, and above, to the

lantern, throwing light only on the few | the bank, some morning, you would call fellowship for his wanderings. -And what He
who is discontented with things present
steps before; but since, little by little, all | him-a froz, but that isn’t his
Sunday-go- is religion but the midnight hemisphere and allotted
is unskilled in life.
glided in.
.
:
"
‘thee milesmiles: of mysterious darkness that stretch to-meeting,” scientific name.
You don't of life, whose vault is filled with the si- “Papa,” said a low; sweet Voice; and a beyond out sight will become the few steps ‘suppose the wisé men who give such hard lence of God, and whose everlasting stars,
‘Be your own master, and do not let sobefore us, the light, thank God ! is enough names‘to all the innocent little creatures in if giving no clear light, yet fill the soul
ciety
and fashion swallow up your indi
To
it Tui it 9p
Me‘
Eo
| for the whole way.
the world (names that are always printed with dreams of immeasurable glory? i
ik

Under the above
ing the
ver
News gives the following account of a petrified tree which may not be exactly Jishy,

in the spring, go to the nearest
ita
frog pond, where you will find plenty of ob, how slow! They used to say that out sce a
West
the
roads
were
so
bad
that
you
would
the eggs floating on the surface. Gather a
rising
few, and put them in water. If you have have to get down by the side of the fence of the

good sense in it.

I'have a curious little meighbor who always wears a green coat and has some
droll ‘ways. The coatis not plain green

those

hurry on their own clothes, and help ‘but:
ton and tie some of the little skirts and
most of the upland plain in Colorado, and
aprons. that have to be in
by seven covered at preseniavith
a thick crop of grass
o'clock every morning; for breakfast must and weeds. Bunches of currant bushes
,

you can see the whole thing for yourself.

this: “I own

My Little Neighbor in Green.

undressing,

next thing

with the lash, and you can tell something
how it feels to the animal. Try various
whips in this manner, and if you can find
one that is so made that it feels good to be
hit. with it, then use it freely; but don't
strike an animal with one of those whips
:
that hurt.
And right here we find the principle that
will guide us in all our treatment of animals, Try to think how you would feel if
you were in their place, and treat them as
you would wish to be treated.
And there is another principle, and a
higher one, which comes right in here, too. saw the third baby-boy

The same ‘dear Lord that made us, made all

A Colorado Wonder.

sweet

This fault is nothing more nor less than
her slow, deliberate way of dressing and

his long tail shrank

I said _he~vas my nejghbor, and he is, highway of our lot; but over the mid.
_ | for he lives in'a pond not, fat off. I sup- night plain ‘and beneath the still immen-

——

of doch sheaction. In a lit wile ows

stance, a certain
name, he'll know

jat the fitst oppor-

Mr. Mason was deeply moved. Words
failed him in his effort to express his true

young face. “I can carry it now very
well; and I am very much obliged to you.”

sat mo-

“I was

which has become too heavy, until the hill
is ascended, and you dre able’ tv bear it
onward again in your own stréngth.”

p

‘ Oh, no, thank you, sir,” returned the

was

boys

sir,”

tanity, by carrying your

set down the basket, ‘‘ or shall
I carry it a

in life,

accountable

things too; and whatever people say of us,
don’t: give them reason to say boys are

let ti¢ return thé favor

along now
?” said he, with a smile, as he

worn man, well advanéed

them from her was a robber and a murder-

and

to but if true
might properly be called a hard
to be re- story.
It says:
;
pented of, and given up for Christ's sake,

front of the ‘first ones, and he became the
was,

love,

and

often,

see it in its true

over him, In the first place, his gills withered away. After a while, a pair of legs
burst out of his skin. They grew quite
long, and then another pair burst out in
possessor of a tongue. - The

her mother

told of it very

As he grew, a wonderful change came

that happened

obedience,

great deal of trouble,

gills, and swam around in the water like
other fish. He 4vas called a tadpole.

Any

knew

boys, and for our own, let us love all living

returned
he.

gives

all her

temper, she is indulging in one fault which

er, and meaner than a hawk; yet those un-

she

not entitled to the importance that you have

"oT
it was nob alittle matter;

that when he was a baby he wasn't a little
frog, but
a little fish. THe had a tail and

With

they would, without her brooding and feeding; and that anybody who would take

lose them ; that they would: die,

air, or any tiniest’ thing

sinking under a burdeti that was too heavy,
when you put forth your hand and carried
it for me. I could not, foxget it. And now

And the gentleman took the basket and
+ carried it to the top of the hill.
‘There. Do you think you can get

little
said: Fob
the’ lah , woeint
and p m ofl,’
* Twenty years’ from’ that’ time, a

all (hat

break her heart to

But it was a
a dim recollection of the fact.
little matter, sir, a very little matter, and

gvenite.
«¢ To me

two,
ve
} kindly £570
** That's
a heavy load yon have, my. boy.

0

I

entirely ¢ bubiyour words have brought back

He had not gone on many

on

and

Jennie Wright is trying to be a Christian
child, and is a great comfort to her parents.

away, his lungs developed, and at last he
hopped out of the water a perfect Srog—
"batrachian, I mean.
If you think this too strange to be true,

she had; that it would

poor

allude?” asked Mr. Greer.
* Tt had faded from my external memory

before.

boy, with a glow of gratitude

own,

them ; and when they are hurt he is grieved. He knows where all the sparrows’ nests

a declaration.
“Do you remember the fact to which

"on

nestlings were hers, her

put myself
I heard of
immediately
know.”

his way up the hill. Bat it seemed as if he
would never reach the summit. Each time
he lifted the basket, it felt heavier than

and

his burden was almost beyond his strength.

1

cutting

them, and thinks about them, and cares for

Many times he sat down to rést himself on

little father?”

and

been

has

there

no time that I would not have
out to serve you. Last night
and
your embarrassments,
called upon you. The rest you

built,

it

did I meet you in the street, and look ‘into
your face with pleasure. "Butyou did not
remember me. Ever since, I have regarded you with different feelings from those ‘I

under the weight of a heavy basket, on the

afternoon of a sultry day in August.

but took my basket; and

to the top of the hill. Ah, sir, you ‘do not
know how deeply that act of kindness sank
into my heart, and I longed for opportunity
to show you by some act how grateful I

Bread upon the Waters.

and passed him.

whistles,

keys. that like to be

When ?”

‘ Twenty years ago,” replied

The boy was slightly

willow

osier canes, they stole a ground sparrow’s
nest, with four,tiny, red-skinned, bald-headed, gaping young birds in it. Yes, and
though the old one fluttered about and cried
at the top of her voice, and told the boys
as plainly as could be, that the poor little

visitor.

to touch them, Mr. Mason looked earnestly
at the man who had so suddenly taken the
character of a disinterested, self-sacrificing
friend, and said—
‘¢ My dear sir, I can not understand this.
Are you not laboring under some mistake ?”
‘ Oh, no. You once did me a service;
that I am now only seeking to repay.
It

All night across the waters i
The tossing lights shone clear;
Al night from reeling taffrail
The Three Bells sent her cheer.

country.

ers, making

very bad sort of practice, and teaches Ben
bad practices, too.
:
* Trust me as you would trust your own
But
the
bifds
have
not
monopoli
zed
all
brother, and lean upon me if your strength
beindeed failing. Tell me, then—is it as the cruelty in the world, by any means.
‘There are four-footed beasts that have
I have said ?”
wrongs to complain of. Fortunately for
“It is,” was all the merchant could
the
dogs, the boys have a wholesome dread
utter.
“ How much will save you? Mention of them, which bas prevented their taking
the sum, and, if within the compass of my too many liberties with them, though a
ability to raise, you shall have it in hand small dog has now and then been seen with
to-morrow. Will four thousand pounds re- a skillet or coffce-pot tied to his tail, under circumstances that cast suspicion on
lieve you from your present embarrassment >—Then let your anxiety subside, the boys of the neighborhood.
As to cats, they have a standing account
Mr. Mason.
That sum. you shall have.
against
the boys, and it is a wonder that
To-morrow
morning I will see you.
Good evening.” And the visitor arose, and they can meet one anywhere and not scratch
was gone before his bewildered auditor had his eyes out. The way in which their ears
sufficiently recovered his senses to know and tails are pulled, and they are chased,
and scattered, and stoned, and hunted by
what to think or say.
dogs, all through the malice of boys, is pitIn the morning, true to his piomise,
Mr. Greer called upon Mr. Mason, and .iful enough. Perhaps malice is too strong
tendered a cheque for two thousand pounds, a word for most of these pranks; but it is
| with his note of hand at thirty days for not half strong enough for others. For in* Confide in me, sir,”

As thine, in
I hear the
And, tossing
The lights

he

out a moment’s delay.
My name is
of Greer, Miller & Co.”

Nor moyed to waft her prayer.

Take

sir,”

* but facts that I have learned this evening
have prompted me to call upon you with-

But the wondering Angels silent stood,

And ship to ship made signals,
Man answered back to man,
‘While oft, to cheer and hearten,

entered the

say that we cause a great deal of pain, and

that it is fun to us, They say that we just
love to hurt things.
. Aud this is the way they prove it. Tom,
Dick and Harry went down to Tillytinkle
Brook last Saturday, and instead of contenting themselves with picking wild flow-

By no means! He belongs to the Batrachian family. I wonder how he'd like it—
if he knew it.
A droll thing about this little fellow is,

Do
A AN

The Angels camé to her darkened room,

.

delicate

They

ie ~~

A mother prayed at the eventide,
With her child upon her breast,

4

her

cruel.

Bot LW

—

Among the nobles of his land
To win the noblest name.

with

are

viduality.

-

;

on

Prayers.
—

parted

fingers the thin gray locks that lay in "disorder about his forehead.
“I would like to be alone for this even
ing, Florence,” said the old man:
* I have
a good deal to think about, and expect a
person on business.”
:
And he kissed her tenderly, yet. sighed
as he pressed his lips to hers.
h
The girl passed from the room us noiselessly as she had entered. The old man
had been calm before her coming in; but
the moment she retired he became agitated,
and arose and walked the floor uneasily.

Boys, they say that we

BE WE TT

against him, and

Literary Miscellany,

Jennie’s Fault.

trittous.—dAmerican Educational Monthly.

* Difficulty excites the mind to the dignity

which sustains and ‘finally conquers misfor-

tune, and the ordeal refines while, it chastens.
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low sigh,
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«Yes, papa,” and the young girl: leaned
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of the Fall term,

With all the power

they

of the press—and the

Easy Chair would be the last to questionit
—it is incontestably true that every sensi
ble man always awaits the corroboration
of personal statements and rumors in the
newspapers. The Surveyors of news have

not yet

impressed

the public with any feel-

ing of serupulous care in sifting rumors.
If the correspondent of the best journal
telegraphs confidentially to the readers of
the paper that the Secretary of State is well
known to begin, the day by quaffing a
Champagne cocktail and trolling a comic
song, it may be considered a very ‘‘spicy
item,” but 1t is

quently every
is

a

er By

little

net

less

the

believed;

more

believed,

press”

and

plausible

is

the *‘pow-

weak-

The method of reporting an interview
Mr.

Sumner,

for

is

Public attention

Mr. Jenkins instantly

is interested, and

calls

and

Sumney,or his trunks, and

finds Mr.

There are only three or four congregations in New York city as orthodox as this

proceeds to pump.

Presently we read in a Ew columns that
Mr. Sumner's house is under the shadow

of the

Capitol;

and it is minutely

in Baxter Street,

stout,

bald,

In that unhappy

we reach

the

in

bland gen-

conversation,

itis an

from the speech.

part of his picture Mr.

In this

Fokins

had

told

Mr.

sequent

writings

been perused

indeed,

of Jenkins

have

faith. But that has not yet happened.
There was a noble opportunity for Mr.
Jenkins to do something of this kind at the
surrender of Paris. Hg has repeated to the

in upon his friend,

as minister

tiary

of the

Jenkins

Gazette,

and

plenipoten~

resently

military

eap;

and

most

who

advanced

(ashion of Chris-

have

ranks of Jewish reformers,

suffered at the hands

tians because firey

who

were

Jews

of Chris-

without be-

endeaV

afi reform

with-

have. been

educated’

under the
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he
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he

had

somehow

mind to keep them

she

ceived when

all

made

about

up

of francs ;—that, Mr.
worth while.

and

Jenkins,

was

an

saw

Any clever writer could have written an
account in the Jenkins strain of an interview with Gambetta. He
would have

““written up” the Corsican lawyer—although

the Corsican birth is now said to be doubtful. He would have declared that he fixed
me, Jenkins, with his glistening eye, in
whose unearthly gleam I instantly recognized the deadly glare, the unwholesome
splendor, of opium,
Our
fluent friend

would have ‘‘done” a great deal of deseription of this kind, and then M. Gambetta
would have exclaimed, with Gascon {renzy,
yet with the

depthiess

sadness

of one

whom the woes of war were but too
iar:

“War,

Monsieur,

‘war a

to

famil-

loulrance.

The indomitable heart of France utters in
its despair but one passionate cryof re-

venge.

It salutes the heaven-born

lic, one,

invincible,

repub-

and indivisible.

hoid no parley with Paris, Monsieur.

We

Par-

is has betrayed France !*Butithis long night
yet break in

will

day,

Monsieur

Jenkins,

and ¥rance will yet. declare to: astounded
Europe, ‘Not astone of a fortress, not an

inch of 'territory.!” | This is the way

in

which it is’ very easy to write interviews,
and, carefully “analyzed, they will gener.

ally suggest the
rather fan of
When Mr.

threw

her

much

of masters,

and decent-manners on both

or

the

sides, and

the country made gradually

so

habitable

comfortable.

and

re

Higher English, = -

Ciisastonty

member

it one’s own land.

Culture

bility too. There is none more plain than
the daty of cultivating order and grace and
civility in one’s own city.
The cultivated and wealthy classes. owe
itto the country to help mend it—in its
lack of “comfort” and honest dealing, in its
rapacity, coarseness, and vulgarity. ‘They
have mo business to run away from it.
They should stand on the ground and face

A

It

will

become so while the people of wealth
refinement give it up in despair, treat

in and

a good place to make money

income from, with as little contact

or as little Jife in it as possible,
The annual exodus to Europe

never

with it,

i

a

very

baptized

was

: | Sardinia.

bad thing for New York, and is rapidly becoming a bad thing for the whole country.

celebrated

er, is

letter, intense with the

desire

to

see

one

it that one
somewhat
despair, is
Europe

In Nov., 1835, she united with

is,

Little Red

to

.

}

this

despair.

—

of worlds,—your

™

her about, that she dreamed herself forever
protected from all assaults of love.. In,

deed, she felt only
should take

Ahjyred that a fellow

advantdge; as it were,of

er ipdulgence in granting him_an_inter-

view, and requested him to withdraw from
her presence, not attempting any response
ta his proposals, which she could not he-

daz-

1,

Do not chose your friend by his 10oks.
af
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constellations, star-dust,
x

VT.

Faculty:

I. 9 Smith,
E.C. Smith,

Rrincipal Commercial Department.
$. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Calendar:

Mathematics

and

ens
. 3, 1872.
Opens Feb. 25,1873.

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
per week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boards

Nat-

ing

and Rhetoric.

at reasonable rates.

Complete courses of gtudy for both sexes. Speeial
ttention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in Music.
.
For further particulars, address the Principal.

»
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‘BATES

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

The next Term of this school will

22, 1872.

commence

Aug.

The Faculty for the next year is organized

as follows:

-

-

Opens Sel. 3, 1872,

WINTER TERM,12 weeks.
SPRING TERM, 13 weeks.

-

| Ref. O. B. CHENEY, D: D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D,, Professor of Ecclesiastical
\ History and Pastoral Theology,

Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Professor of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,
v. B.'F. ayes, A. M., Professor
Moral Philosophy.
.J.

A.

Howe,

A.

Theology

Thomas

Se

Rich,

M,,

:
of Mental

Protessor

and

of Systematic

!

Professor of Hebrew.

|

Two Cosrses ot study are8 Jreschined;, one eémtheir own exertions for an education, received ai res | y,
ing and the other omil ng ‘tlie’ ancient landuced tuition.
gudges.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50. in

families; mn

clubs

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.

at

J. J.

Lewiston,

LOCATION :.

building, ample

in its ar-

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont.

The

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad,
wa 1k

trom

the

Institution.

LAPHAM

INSTITUTE.
Aug.,

ta

Lyn-

is

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

but

at the same time removed
from the activisies and
the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, ‘address the Principal at

AT FLEMINGTON,

of the country,

Sec.

The Fav, TERM will commence on Monday,

North Scituate, R

easily accessible from ¢ Lpagis

re

LER,

Me., July 16, 1872.

It is thus

ten minutes

and

WEST

in temptations which tend to divert

“Belles Lettres.

of the same

beneath

the

‘same roof—a rustle of dead leaves ona
sunny day, a tragedy read in an old applewoman's face, the little Mexican air you
heard whistled” once oma ferry-boaf, a
black flash from a blue eye, the sound of
wind in the trees after an evening with
Robert. Falconer, the crushing

thousand
ese
anda
—th

of a spider,

other: influences

take his stand
witch the procession of laborers

A. M., Prin, Ladies’ Departm’nt

CoM.

‘

CADENBAR, 1872.

Mrs. VESTA A. ELLIS, wife of Hiram D. Ellis,

G. H, RICKER, Prin.

I., July 13, 1872.

VIRGINIA

This Institution offers to

peculiar

COLLEGE,

Jn

TAYLOR

advantages.

For.

CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
students

EVANSVILLE

important

particular

send for a Circular to
Rev. W. COLGROVE,

and

information,

A. M., President

SEMINARY.

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been. in successful
operasion for three

years.

The

coming

year

prom-

prayers and Christian example that her husband
was led to Christ. In 1866, ro. Ellis removed to
Haverhill, Mass., and both he and his wife beof our

came members

church

in

that

which sister Ellis was a worthy member

place, of

at the

and sho;

:

September 4—Fall Term begins,
r December EWsier Term , hegins.
or
College
Catalo
apply
to

ee

While her
tian, and a faithful wife and mother.
relatives and friends feel her loss so deeply, they
may think of her only as * ‘gone before,” and
now waiting for them on the ** other side.”
4H
Emma H. EATON died in New Hampton, June

TERM opens Aug.
closing Nov. 22.

13

weeks,

927,—continuning
3

ror rt.
i
PA Rev. G.'S. BRADLEY,

WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
or

1Culars.

NORTH

ress

»

A. M., Prindipal.
SEMINARY

PARSONSFIELD

Sec. ¢ Treas.

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

term.
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COLLEGIATE
WILEON,

AUSTIN
STRAFFORD

AGENTS! QUICK

INSTITUTE,
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Iowa.

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

Sister E. was a devoted Chris-

time of her death.

eT. REY NOT. DS,
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FALL

5 The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,
May 14th, and continue ten weeks.
M. K. MABRY, Principal.
Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
Will the friends send us some students for this

March 20—Spring Term begins.
June 20—Commencement.

Sister Ellis was con-

each

love, reared

ROWE,

H. LAURA

and affrays me—the

ences multiply. Suppose you could see
Broadway through the eyes of that yellowhaired, dirty-faced five-year-old rolling on
“Poor Brown +
fore
when she knew it not, was this tithe fain to the sidoek aver#‘Poor
Robinson.d.”. says
“Robinson;
Bat says
listen, be convinced, and’ overcome.
:
here began the tug of war! As .a filial Brown.
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y
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kngw
I
|
.an
they
of,
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henfa
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a
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to.
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type
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a
new.
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Center,
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LIE WAS’ last an

It is by odds the most taking and Baleable
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The Fall Term of this Institution will commence
20, and continue eleven weeks, anTuesday, Aug,

of Greely Institute, Cumberland

16, of consumption, aged 18 years, She was nat- | jy e.
Tuition from $3.50 to $5.0C.
urally retiringin the presence of strarfBers, but
Rooms for self<boarding JY
buoyant in spirit with her friends, thus making
in priv.
sates. Board
sonable
Y. A year ago last
ber home cheerful and ha
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OUR
DIGESTION;
or, MY JOLLY FPRIEND’S SEC BET

ACADEMY,

book n

the field. 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :
: oni Health. $
1t is by America’s most popular
1t is, for the'price, the-targest and handsomest book
ever sold by subscription. Agents, the ones:
epeer for such a book, and will ‘urge yon
ring
them. Write for terms

be obtained at $25
famihes

GEORGE
MKGLEAN. Publishe
3 SCHOOL, ST.. BOSTON,

1517

MASS.

#3 location of a permanent teacher, and thé conspring she entertained a lope in Christ, Not | to The
having the opportunity of atten ding the social tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, commeetings, she did not muke so public a profession bine tol offer the best inducements to those denir
of teligion ag she, would otherwise have done. | a t thorough academical education, tha the schoo
She .oceasionally engaged in vocal prayer when | has pies nted for yearspresence,of others, and always enjoyed | P particular information address the Principal, —

in the
much comfort in secret devotion. During her | I. Pv QUIMBY, Jr.
‘sickness,she was not Greatly moved, for she leaned

WARREN FOSS, See.

* | RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
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arrangements for her funeral withas' much
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orm, from;
expectation of returning to her friends in a few
$2.00
to
Her parents and friends mourn not as
weeks.
Board, per week, in private families,

those who mourn without hope.

_E, H.

Dra. Noss Weeks died in| Gilford, Aug. 23,

agud 70 years and 6 mouths, Bro. Weeks was
one of the. first members of this church, and had

taken the Morning Star from its first number to
the present

time.

witnessed a good confesalthough a great sufyears, his closing hours were
He

sion before the world, and
ferer for

peaceful.

several

"He has gone, we trust, to. join that in-

Aug. 24, aged

69

yours

and 6 months.

He

“
[3 Tabs,
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Musid, twenty lessons,
“
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“
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0

1.00
Use of Instrument for practice,
12560
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TE
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j W adies,
We
1.50
fifteen lessons
Penmanshi
Rooms for be “boarding ay be had at reasonable
rates, Students may enter sc! 00l at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Catalogue ape to
WM.
REED, ee. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 10, 1872
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indulged a Christian hope for many years, but
eopleas they. streamed by the Bulletin never made any public rofession. He chose for ot SAGE ESE ob Whe
for teaching
He has described to me—with in- his funeral text: “I know that my Redeemer | which students are prepared for college,
po
|
These words, used asd funeral text, | and for business.
finite appreciation of the pathetio drollery liveth.”
enlarged
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just
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Mrs. Satoma Fowrer died ii Hill, Aug. 24,
Principal, ~
J. 8. ADE
he, | dressed, and with a brisk, business-like step,
way to his héart again; ever fearing that
?
|
Whitestown, N. Y., Jaly 2, 1872,
toward the of apoplexy, aged 69 years, «She professod religor she, might die without the hond of for- passed without even a glance
’
I
;
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CvA. Mooera, A. B., Principal.

ocal Music,18 Lessons, =~
50
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
en’s children and . tudents relying on
##
, Clergym

at the

center of a system. | years, 1 month and 1 day.

fer of his
repeat it by letter, 1d in such wise as to
convince her) how ‘fdead. in: eardest” he
Her own heat, touched already
was.

:
4 father’s love.
~“mhis decision was foundedon no dislike
for Mr. Browning personally, or anything in
him, or his family ; it was’ sioiply arbitrary.
his vow, and
* Phe unnatural father kept
would never be recongiled10 his daughter,
she
of whom he was not. “Wertay ; the

or
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others
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A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
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apply
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Organ.
Instruction
Use
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verted twenty years ago in Augusta, under the
labors of Dr. Cheney, by whom she was baptized.
multitude of living human beings,
She was a faithful member of the Augusta church
she took a letter and joined the
one of whom . is the center of a system not till 1860, whe
merely, but, in some real sefise, the center | hyrch in Alton, N. H., her husband having reone of the wise | moved to that place. It was through her earnest
Every
of the universe.

Born

:

’

New Hampton, N, H,, July 2, 1872.

healthfulness,

ecember’ 3,
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 6, 1873.

: on the Jiomises of ¢ 8 Saviour; hence death to
life.
libve in earnest. Of "course he withdrew have shaped your différent
| her*ha lost its sting. Shé endured suffering paown
your
from
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go
you
when
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belle from
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and the {ash—bough every star be a big- | qicq at Smithteld, Me., May 7, 1872, aged 88

oer sun, and each the
“This is what perplexes

Infirmity had hitherto so hedged

with eight

E. ©. LEWIS, Sco. Trustees.

Miss Mary E. MOREY, Musie.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, fenmanship.

|'ty. same fatal disease,~consumption. They all
left good evidence with their friends that they

You can-not scare me with your myriads | from the hear

little red salamanders the poet found in the
woods wore a crownlet,—and every one
he
was firmly convinced that he was absolute
could
only
presence
the nurse, in svhose
.:
see the deity at whose shrine he had long monarch. :
Earth and sky wear peculiar liveries and |
worshiped.” But the golden opportunity
to each separate
was not to be lost; love became oblivious minister in special ways
is not the
to any save the presence of the «real of its human soul. This blade Ifof grass
excould
you
me.
and
yon
to
same
ideal.
you
brother
twin
your
with
worlds
poured
change
Browning
Robert.
Then and there
as if you
his impassioned soul into hers, though his would be lost almost as hopelessly
e.
tale of love seemed only an enthusiast’s had made the transfer with a chimpanze

dream.
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A. M., Principal,

For further particulars,

ALEX. C. RIDEOUT,
Prin, Com. Department.
VW. A, IFAS , Instructorin Penmanship.
are now safe in the promised land, Sidney, onl
: GAR DNER, Instructor in Drawing and
a few hours before his’ departure, faid to his | GEO,
minister in answer to an inquiry relative to the
state of his mindy *“All T can say is, Thy will, MELVILLE. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
This I can say
0 God, and not mine, be done.
JENNIE de la MONTALGN, Teacher of French,
J.

Salamanders.
rr

her.

HAMPTON

B. MESERVEY,

M. GRAHAM,
ises more enlarged usefulness.
village of
don 81 and highly esteemed young mam, he was | REV. DANIEL
RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
Evansville is finely located, and few,
places in the
thing: to-become so enamored of called away from his companion with whom he
« SPENCER J. FO WLER, A.M. Prof. Mathe- West surpass it in point of moral and religious
inmatics and Nat. Philosophy.
x
gives up the hopeful, though was united in marriage last Decémber. Parents
fluences.
boisterous new civilization, in | 1 have followed to the grave their last child,—a son GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. Prof. Ancient LanExpenses are reasonable.
guages.
passed over the rivera
Prof. JacoBs will rave charge of the Music Dequite another.
Absenteeism in and a daugh ter having
COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.
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partment.
|
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Prof.
A.M.”
DUNN,
WAYLAND
we fear, the giving expression,
CALENDAR:
time of his death, and were removed b

:
Americans;
Churel Jo anwnal.

by - me

She reluctantly consented to an interview.
He flew to her apartment, was admitted by

could not know until ‘w Jenkins revealed |
them to us, but we all know what Mr."|
Sumner thinks of the. Alabama claims, |
and Couut Bismarckof Alsace, and M. |
Gambetta of the Fopublic; and when Mr, |
Jenkins pretends to instruct us upon these |
points he wastes his’ labor.— Harper's Mag- |

azine.

surpassed

LITERARY

ural Science.
Miss IDA E. MORRILL,

piety

in September,

. The

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

J. 8. BROWN,

d it down the street to numerable company whose robes are washed and
white in the blood of the Lamb. He leaves
in her eyes, he kindled with rage:” andg up the form,oom,wheele
before going home to made
and
press-r
the
icatin
commun
Washington, wore a red bandana train of forbade her ever seeing or
a widow and eight children to mourn, May they
sale
the
tended
superin
morning
|
of
the
in
all
look
to the Lord for comfort.
penalty
bed
with plush with her lover again, on ‘the
Ag
great ma RL
the newsboys, He wou
ese are truths which we | gisinheritance and banishment forever from of the paper by
shoulder-knots
Bro. EBENEZER BARTLETT died In Gilford
in front of the office and

the

and
CLASSICAL.
:
Ton Professors and Instructors . Not sectarian,but

ure, order; and fense. of responsibility. hith-
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MRS. SOPHRONIA A.,wife of Milan Jones,died in
The deArcade, N. Y., Aug. 23,-aged 57 years.
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A®u1A LOUGEE, widow of John Lougee, died
in Gilmanton, July 10 aged 79 years and 10
Funeral services by the writer.
months.
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to joinin the praise of Jesus in licaven.
MR. RICHARD GRIFFIN died in Lower Gilmanton, March 24, aged 77 years and 5 months.
MARY OSBORN, wife of Green Osborn, died
in Pittsfield, July 4, aged T1 years and 7 months.
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servility of European exchanged for the
good-natured ignorance of American service.
What we should like to see would be hopest, competent work done for honest wages,

while shattered health kept her confined for

presence of imagination
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life
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that
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To
visit
some sense, an eccentric. He had an unin
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FACULTY:
SipNEY B. HADLEY died
accountable aversion to the idea of ‘‘marry- the old eivilization, to-bring-back its . cult- July 7, 1872, aged 25 years, A very amiable, inD. D., President.

widower,

would have done something. But to write
elaborately that he had been admitted to an
audience of the greas Prussian Premier, and
his

in fear of vie-

ing off” any of his children.
‘wealth, a suniptuous house; and

emerged ang told us precisely Yo Germany intended to demand of France, and
his story proved to be: true, Mr. Jenkins

found him in

the

Mr Basrett, the'

had happened.
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grow up

How the. Brownings™

resemof the

If, now, ‘on the day after

the surrender, Mr.

and often

breeches after

,

Jolie several of his interviews with Count
Jismarck, and has reported the confidences
which his friend, the Count, imparted to

Count’s opinjons.

the Jews

most humane laws. It is they who are
agitating reform most earnestly and have
themselves made the - greatest
progress.
To see the difference between wk and
the Russian Poles, one should visit on sueSessive Saturdays jhe Sasivpe in Bates
Street, and the Temple Emanuel in
fifth
Avenue—Gghazy.
=
gr
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and eager

him.
But they all had a marvelous
blance to what was already known

are

tians until a recent imperial decree compelled them to do so. On the other hand,
there are some Russians who are in the

those

sub-

would

with lively interest

they

out becoming misanthropes. But these
form, naturally, a small proportion.
The most enlightened Jews are,of course,

Sum-
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land,

misery,

sentiments and

uer's views of the Alabama question before
he told them himself—and they had turned
out to be correct—then,

that,

coming bigots, and who have suffered at
the hands of Jews because of their liberal

is con-

scious that the public knows quite as much
as he, and he therefore ventures tio departure from the text. There is a great flourish at the head of the eolumn, but nothing
kas been added to our knowledge. If,
however, Mr. Jenkins

direst.

wear

echo of the speech. The Senator is, of
course, made to say nothing that he has
not said in the speech, or which is not a
logical deduction

like

lence at the hands of a brutal people,and are
consequently so bigoted. that, nope would

tleman, clad in full black, and Mr, Jenkins
touches in the color with surprising agility.
When

and,

all composed of natives of Russian Poland.

de-

scribed, great attention being given to the
pattern of the wall-paper. i hen the study
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the shirt a smaller garment,’ four-éofnered,
‘witha peculiar tassel at each corner, the
whole
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instance,

makes a speech upon the Alabama claims,
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he says very distinctly what he
thinks.
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"Summary.

| koure, and has been found to he a most éxcel| lent, strong, and water-proof cement for caulking
tanks, and cementing pieces of: glasd, stone, or
wood together. Before using, it is fused and

MISCELLANEOUS.
The

decrease

in

the

month of. Augnst

public

Wag.

delit

during

the

The

de

il 796,055 89.

' crease since March 1, 1869,is $848,141,239, and
the decrease in the anr.ual Interest charge, $23,
191,366.
‘
The Hassler expedition, after making an exploration of San Francisco Bay, will break up

and most of the party return East overland,
It is said that the New York bar association,
when the State senate reassembles Septémber 10,
will institute proceedings to have Judge Cardozo

disqualified to practice at the bar.

4 Father Burke, sent from Rome as the visitorneral of the Dominican order in America, lies

at the point of death in New York.
.
Rinderpest has appeared among the cattle in
several places

As there

are no questions which onli the

presence of a United States minister at St. Peters‘burg,
no appointment will, at present, be made

to supply the vacancy occasioned by the® reign
tion of Mr, Curtin,
The Salt Lake City board of public works has
ordered the demolition of the Northern Liberty
market-house,

in

anticipation

of an

injunction

restraining them trom interfering with it.

New York is amazed

at the new disclosures

made of the character of some of_ its policemen.
Evidence has been received that two officers have
committed at least fourteen burglaries, and stolen
property valued at more thap twenty thousand
dollars.
The

ship Canada

sailed from

in Yorkshire.

Precautions have

been taken to prevent the spread of the disease.
There has been a further advance in the prices
Midland coal mines are preparing to strike foran
increase of wages.

The use of petroleum to destroy the borer that
infests the orchards in California has been found
‘We have long supposed the
most safe

and

innocent

of

°

melon

to be the

vegetables, but ‘our

to the

Dead

had

mo

has

that chromo-lithographs, engravings,
be treated as merchandise and limited
to twelve ounces to be forwarded in
to be prepaid by postage stamps, and
that the contents of the package can be
without destroying the wrapper.
~~

The Livingstone Expedition

decided

etc., must
in weight
mails, and
put up so,
examined

cost the

between $40,000 and $45,000.

Herald

a

** The Pacific Mail Company received a cable dispatch from Yokohama, via Hong Kong, announcing that their steamship America, which left San
Francisco Aug. 1, arrived at Yokohama Aug. 24,
and the same night was burned to the water’s
edge.
The passengers and crew were saved.
Hong Kong treasure, amounting to $400,000, is

still on board. - The vessel is the newest of the]
company’s steamships, built in 1869, and was valued

at one

million

dollars.

The

company are

their own nnderwriters.
Chief Justice Chase left N. H. for Washington,
via Narragansett, with his health and strength
much improved by his sojourn among the hills
and air of his native State. He confidently expects to resume his labors on the bench of the
Supreme Court at the commencement of the next

session in November.
There is misapprehension in some quarters in
reference to the relations of Gen. Sickles with the
Spanish Government.
These are and have always been of a cordial character, and no intimation has ever been received here that any change

in the representation of the United States at Madrid is desired.
et
Yin
A destructive fire occurred in Memphis, Tenn.,
yesterday morning.
The loss is Heavy
ter of a million dollars.

a quar-

The sum of $92,000 in cash, and more than $8,000,
000 in drafts, checks, &c., was fonnd in these let
ters.
It appears that on an average every letter that is misdirected or that goes to the Dead
Letter Office from any cause contains $1.
The new postal cards are to be light

FOREIGN.
of the National Congress was caused by the negligence ot a tinsmith while repairing the roof.

Powder

and other

explosive

and

inflammable

materials storedin the building were removed:
The archives were saved:
The utter uselessness

of the fire engines made it impossible to
flames,

and

they. were

there was nothing léft.

not

stay the

extinguished

until

Tt is reported that the

sword of Gen. Iturbide, the hilt of which
thickly studded with diamonds, was stolen.

was,

The vote from the different Provinces shows
the following as the probable complexion of the

next Canadian Parliament: Ministerial, 89; Opposition, 894 Independent, 22. Sir Francis Hineks,
who was candidate for Parliament from Ontario
and defeated there, has been returned from Vancouver; but Carter was defeatedso badly in Montreal that he has failed to find a constituency anywhere, and is now unseated.

in

in size, and weigh about one and a quarter
drachms.
On one side there will be a vignette
head of the goddess of Liberty, with the words,

“ United States postal card,” engraved and print-

ed in the highest style of art. This side also contains the directions ¢ Write the superscription on
this side and the communication on the other,”
and is ruled for the name, State, county, postoffice, number and street.
Mrs. Tennie C. Claflin predicts the coming of
the greatest war the world has seen for centuries,
—and it is to come within two years, which
makes the matter a serious one.
The lady says
she shall command her regiment, and be killed.
‘We hope she’ll think better of it, and postpone
the conflict for ten years, as this country needs

repose.
Persons recently from Dakota report that vast
swarms of grasshoppers have appeared in the
section of country hetween Vermillion and Yankton, and are committing fearful devastation. One
man said he had twenty-five acres of corn, and
in a single afternoon it was completely destroyed.

The stage«driver says the insects

were

an inch

thick in the road, and the wagon-ruts were filled
with them.
At times they passed in clouds so
dense that the sun was obscured.

Justin McCarthy says that James Russell Lowell “is quartered in

one

of the

pleasant

streets

running out of Piccadilly, just at that part where
Piccadilly—with its one side formed of a row of
handsome houses, and its other side formed of

the railings of the Park—seems

always

to me to

bearan odd kind of resemblance to Bacon street,
Boston, as it looks upon the Common.”

An

avalanche

recently

passed

between

two

omnibug mail wagons on the Saint Bernard pass.
‘When the postilion on the, emuibus in the rear
heard the roar of the avalanche, he jumped from
his seat and unhitched the traces.
In a moment

the horses were swept
with

the

into

the

passengers

abyss,
in

and the

it, remained

standing.
Canterbwgy Cathedral, which 80 narrowly escaped destruction by fire, is located in Canterbury, Kent, 81 miles from London, and is one of
the noblest of the elder English churches. It was

built in 1130, and
The fire in Mexico which destroyed the Palace

amber

color, five inches by three and one-eighth inches

omnibus,

The session of the congress of Internationals at
the Hague terminated on Saturday.
The seat of
the general council hag been removed from London to New York.

county or

State direction, more than 4004000 lacked stamps,
and 3,000 were posted without dhy address at all,

has been greatly restored and

beautified during the present century.
The noble structure is 514 feet long by T1 feet wide, and
its principal tower is of remarkable beauty. The
Cathedral was founded by Archbishop Lanfranc,

and consecrated by Archbishop Corbel. It was
in front of the altar of this cathedral, in 1170, that
the murder of the celebrated archbishop, Thomas
A. Becket, occurred, and the cathedral also contains monuments to Henry IV. and the Black
Prince.

" Astronomers say that. striking changes have
taken place in the atmosphere of the sun. There
is a gaseous envelope, five thousand miles deep,
called the chromosphere, whieh is about the. temperature of the vapor rising from molten iron,
In other words, the sun has been ‘ blazing” all
summer.
We are happy we know the cause of

the

intense heat, and

our unsatisfied curiosity

does not intensify the tribulations

torrid term.

incident to the

Knowledge is not only power, it is

a refrigerator,

[

The sea anemones in the Crystal Paltce Aqua
A fire broke out in the Canterbury Cathedral,
rian are fed every hour by an attendant, who
but was éxtinguished after considerable trouble
in obtaining a supply of water. A Targe prpart of | places the food within their reach by means of

the roof was destroyed and the inferior of dhe.
edifice somewhat damaged by watef,”
France

has

war indemnity.

just

paid 500,000,000 francs of the

¢

Thé French government has ordered: tha. arrest

of Don Carlos if be bé found on the borders.
«No

popular demonstrations were made

where on the anniversary of the proclamation of
the French Republic. Troops were kept under
arms at the barracks as g precautionary measure.
Banquetsin honerof the day were given at Paris,

oindicat ons of Carlist,

are , leaving the frontier

provinces for Switzerland 1d the north of France,

* The Government‘of Spain Tiegotiatinig
fe
with
bankers in Paris
for a loan 0f1500,000,000 francs.
The diffieuity between

“tine Confederation
has be

1

1

A Russian lady recetitly.ve

wooden

forceps.

An original portrait of the poet Milton, by
Cooper, taken while hé was at Cambridge, and

said to be the only authentic

likeness of him at

that period of his life, has just

a London

collector

frofa

been obtained

by

‘a private 'dollection

where it has been for:the last sixty years.

any-

the- Argen-

settled,

fifty thopsand |

roubles for’ the founding
special medical
school for women at St. Petersburg.

“The Kingiof Abyssinia has sent an nltimatum

so

belle
of the season to be a Philadelphia lady, who
has been
a belle for over half a century, and
whose hair is 8s pure and white as the paper on
which I write. She is charming.
She is never
“ gut of practice” when asked for music; she is

ready to entertain any ore, and she does it As few

young ladies can»do. ‘J ‘should be furiously
jealous,” said Kate, last night, after watching her
hold court in the hotel parlor, * were I her husband!”

1 do not believe this better half of hers

ever felt more proud when heé led her to the
altar, than he did last night when he carried her
up stairs from among an adwiritig crowd,
In

the

food

we

eat,

and

in’

the

air ‘we

breathe according to scientific authority, there
Jurk the seeds of numberless ills. ~ Miasms,

ence

The:
rors at Berlin were ‘oni Saturda ens
., tertaindd“by¥'5 ‘gfiid “military” péview! Thithe

eases are results of luséct colonies or vegetable’

veening a court ginny hide! ‘given at the imperial

The nasal discharge th hay-cold, or incipient catarrh, was found by Helmholz to be an ocean of

4

a

A new gum ts Geininiduod mito
the trade,

“.\,obtaified from trees in New Zealand; it is called

a little,
we think,
and floodof the
there is a good
into the straight

against, as they tend to alarm the patient. All
suddenness should be avoided, all impatient,

sense.
one

exclamations, everything which has

main in the sick room more’ than five minutes,

is at ‘times

plantations on the fruitful soil of the animal akin,
vibriones.

Diseased of the

mouth, in cliildren,

have been traced to such causes.

Heverys SAW

of the first things remedied,

months

and

have

changed

in a low tone.

be as

a great

him either right or left as you wish.

. Oliver,

xr 4 "Tanner,

mon
to see a person sit with the eyes fixed on
the patient for “one, two, or more minutes, not
knowing what to say, compelling the sick one
to keep up the conversation; or, ifthey do talk,
the remarks are only of the most commonplace
kind.
Never wake a patient, even to give medicine
or to dress a wound, for sleeping isa healing
process, giving strength
and life. In almost
all sickness, a tendency to sleep is a favorable
sign. Let the patient alone. This is said in reference to many who wait on the sick, who are
incessantly doing something, either fixing up
the room, adjusting the bedclothes or making

sight or noise, do not

tend to break up the

be

And several times

made

night

and

morning.

during the day and

night the

New

and

body

kept most scrupulously clean. If at any
a drop of blood or other soiling should

time
take

THE

Prevent all surprises to a patient, especially
To

this

end, allow

no

Dr.

one

IT WILL

permission, ascertaining also that it is a hearty
assent,
:
Sameness is terrible to one who has been long
an invalid; hence, make some
ch
in the

READ

Either change they position of some one or two
things already in the room, or introduce a pic-

window,

Flowers

of flowers;

of bright colors

m among

let it be lively ; let it be

of

odor.

Ifa

incalculable

value,”

and

good, especial attention
suggestions,

their

picture,

sake

should be given
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something to be said on the other side. Everybody now wants either steak or the best roasting
pieces. A moment's reflection. will suffice to show
that when only a small. portion of ‘the ‘carcass

Moist Durable

Double Spiral
Cogs.

to pay a profit on the whole, We think that the
press should let up on the butchers and come

Easiest Working

CURVED CLAMP
Holds
[

way, There isfiothing more palatable, there is
nothing more nourishing, thére is nothing more |
“ aristocratic,” than a mice soup. And there is
nothing so economical: ‘A plate ‘of soup is abmost

a dinner, and a plate of soup can he made

for

a few cents, and so made a8 to add a grace to the
finest dinner, while it almost obviates the neces-
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best, or placed
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bedclothes should be raised up from the body
and let. fall again, so as to drive out the confined air; or they should be thrown back and down,

both
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he will connect the whipping with the object
that alarmed him, and make him afraid of it
ever after. If he merely
shies at an object,
give him timeto examine it, which, with some
encouriging words from the driver, will persuade him to pass it. You get frightened too,
sometimes, and would not like to be whipped

quiet 80 necessary to an invalid. It is better to
have two nurses in serious cases, so as to alternate several times in the twenty-four hours,
for a sleepy or overtaxed nurse can easily kill
a patient whose life is hanging by a thread.
The patient should have all the clothing of
the body changed once
a day; and if possible,
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arm steady with a gentle pressure on the bit,~no
jerking nor switching of the reins. If more speed
is wanted, take the whip in your right hand to
be gently used for that purpose,~be careful
not to apply it any harder than is necessary to
bring him up to the required speed.
Speak to him "soothingly and intimate inthe
most gentle manner what you want him to do,
and he will try to doit. So noble an animal
should net be handled roughly, nor over driven.
‘When you return, have the
harness removed
at once, and the horse ru
own with a wisp
of straw or hay. Give him
#bite of grass or
hay, and let him cool off before he is watered
or fed. Every one who handles a horse or has
anything to do with one, should cultivate acquaintance; let him know that you are
his
friend ; and prove it to him by your kind treat.ment,
He needs this to inspire confidence, and
when this is gained he is your humble servant.
If your horse gets frightened at any unusual

in a clear voice, distinctly enunciated, so that
the patient may hear it. This self-evident propriety is too often disregarded by even rational people.
Never look sideways at a patient,
or seem to be scanning him. On the other hand,
never stare. - The moment you are out of conversation, leave the room.
It i8 not
uncom-
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hand, have them of equal length from the bit
and to cross each other in your hand, the off
side one resting on your first finger, the other on the fourth finger, the back of the hand
upwards.
Now, in guiding the horse you have
only to use the wrist joint, which will direct

Let everything be uttered

some change, all of which
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vice. Your horse is restive and wants to be off
before you are ready; you may as well break
him of this
pow as at any other time, and
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Young man, I see you are about to take a
drive this morning and will offer you some ad-

deal,” *¢ I would not have known you,”
* You
“Jam afraid that you will not
are very sick,”
get well;” and yet these things have been said
to the sick. Never whisper in a sick room, or
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Howto Drjve a Horse.

hopeful and assuring as is compatible with truthfulness; and it is only necessary to suggest, that
every expression should be avoided which is
calculatedto excite apprehension or even dis-

quietude, such as *‘ You
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exhausting, especially if the questions are repeated by the nurse or every visitor.
A good
hereafter roy will find it has been a halt
nurse will know how the patient is without
inquiry a great deal better than the
patient,
hour well spent.. Just give me the reins while
than convalescents especially; for as persons
you put your foot on the step as if to get in; the
are getting well, particularly from serious or
horse makes a move to go; I tighten the reins
long illness, they are very desponding, and oft- and say whoa.
Now put your foot on the step
en think they are going to die, when it is clear
again; the horse makes another move; I hold
to the physician and nurse that the crisis is just
the reins and speak to him again. The horse is
over, and that recovery is quite certain. Nor
getting excited.
Pat him a little on the meck
should the nurse ask the patient if anything is | and talk to him soothingly. Put your foot on the
wanted, or what he will have. Nine times out
step again and repeat this process until the horse
will stand still for you to get in and adjust yourof ten the sick don’t know what they want,
selfin your seat and tell him to go. A few such
and instinctively avoid the effort of deciding
what they want. Besides, they are very apt to lessons will train him so that he will always
wait for your order before starting.
want what it would be very unwise to give.
Now, as your horse has just been fed, drive
Then it is mere trifling to ask the question,
A
him at a gentle pace for the first two or_
e
competent nurse can anticipate a patient’s needs,
miles, until he warms up and his body becomes
leaving wants out of the question; can tell betlighter. But before you start let me show you
ter than the patient what is required, and what
is best to be done.
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intelligence as might make a pleasunt impression
on the mind. Avoid questioning very sick persons as to the state of the health. They seldom
know how they are; are rarely good judges of
their condition. They
may
feel as if they
did not know whether they were any better or
worse, and the very effort to come to a truthful

in their own minds,
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fit to wear, will be the next. The race of fools
will not be exterminated, but there will be a

seriously with the working of the railway tele- "hood, or of pastures green, with the lambkins
graphs in England, that ‘before their action was ‘or the liftle chiekens; something which will
understood the superintendents on. the lines re- remind of $outh an1 innocence, These may appeatedly reported that some one had been: play- pear to be small matters to the well “ind hearty,
ing tricks with, the SS;
and prev ted. but to the poor invalid, who has “been at death’s
their working.
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door for weary weeks and months, and is just
up to light and life again, they have an
A correspondent at Newport pronounces the rising
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movements should be ‘watched

those of a strong or

Magnetic storins have frequently interfered

supposed to be noxious exhalations sf gases, are:
orda
Egfptiatis tolvetive from Bogas, Buti ‘how regarded for the most part as extrémely
the invaders contifite their advance.
minute germs.
Through the lgngs they find
During the prétage 6f8 elrio of three tuiddred their way into the circulation, mature and multiply, until their presence makes itself felt in chill
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| andfevers; It is probable that the infection of
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ito were small-pox, smeasies; searlets fevers and wimilar
diseases, consist in similar germs, and that they
in a terri fe
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are thus propagated.’ Certainly many skin’ ds-
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silk dress, or any other fabric which givesa

rustling noise; for repose and quiet
are essential in sickness and whatever disturbs
a doze,
or wakes from sleep, or rouses up just as sleep
is coming ‘on,is a great misfortune. All short,
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ingin anything like the same ratio. The time
must come, then, for retrenchment. In some
departments there must be a more ¢areful ndaptation of means te ends, The truth must not
only
be learned but acted upon, that respectability does not depend upon keeping a gig, nor

There are many things which the nurse
should not do,~which she should studiously
avoid.
And to do this properly a good judgmentis indispensable. She should not wear a

decision
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expenses of the American housekeeper are
growing larger. The incomes are not inereas-

of the mass who are willing to learn, and who,
at least, are the representatives as they are the

letters

Acting-Postmaster-General

The qualifications
of the nurse .are so varied
and so important, that great care should be
taken, and no‘expense spared, to secure a good
one.
Women are generally betler than men;
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Of course we are a great deal more intelligent
than the poor classes of England; but neyer.
theless we spend twice as much for butcher’s
meat as we need to, or as is good for our health,
Household economy, 8 “it'i§ known and practiced in France and Germany, is something we
know nothing about. Every year the family

In an article on Sick Chambers, Hall's Journal of Health, gives these
suggestions :

or alarmed
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‘eat it,

and the expression of a hope that soon all will
be well again, with the communication of such

tied as follows: 58,000

The
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beneficial development of the sense and comfort

cently for Callao, with the following cargo: One
iron church, in sections, weighing 300 tons; 26
Corinthian columns; 1 Gothic church steeple; 1
Roman altar, weighing 8 tons; and 16 fortress
doors, with bolts, bars, etc. .

quieter now and the planters are more hopeful.
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just loug enough to allow a fmendly greeting,

partly classi

ladled in furrows by handfuls. Such multitudes
caused a terrible alarm at first, but things are
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that a dress three

Nearly three million letters went

You want

so even the paupers, fed at the public expense,
take it in a high dudgeon if they are asked to

the slightest tendency
to discompose-the invalid.
Mere visitors should not be allowed to re-

:

A bride of fourteen is on exhibition at Niagara
this season. She
8 younger, and child-like
wipes her eyes with her apron when she cries:
She had her first row with her husband recently
—called him a nasty man, and said she
would go
to see her ma.
are

The caterpillars in Alabama have stripped the
cotton fields bare as frost. Some cotton fields are
said to be so overrun that the worm could be

Tt is good, it is cheap,
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The reported massacre

riots among the

faith ig shattered. The telegraph informs us that
application hag been received at the intérnal revenue bureau from a party in. Alabama, request
ing permission to manufacture whiskey from

New York re-

is denied by official despatches.

there have been

strength is a requisite.
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to injure and even kill the trees,
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although, if the patient ispretty helpless, and
requires
to be moved in and out of bed much,

of English coal. . Twenty thousand miners of the

.
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but it is not ‘what they are accustomed to, and

mixed with oue- -third part of its weight of castor
oil.
.

Another Washington restaurant keeper bas
been fined $100 and his license revoked for refusing to sell liquor to a negro.
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This little book has been revised by the author, hae

been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
very comely

appearance.

It should

be

in every

Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revised and. useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in papercovers,

16 cts.

Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on tho

latter, 2 cents,
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